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Coming 2022 
"The Sanctuary" Broussard's 

newest development

Congratulations to the Builders in the 2021 Parade of  Homes

Larger Lots •    Many on the Water •    Qualif ied Builders •    Reser ve Your Lot Now

John H. Romero
Commercial & Residential Developer,  

Designer,  Broker,
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Serving Louisiana, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, & Texas

CALL TODAY AT 337-781-9198
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WATCH LIST
BY AGENT SARAH BLACK

EDGE YOGA is a new hot power yoga 
studio located at 135-A Arnould Boulevard 
in Lafayette. All classes are heated and 
include 60 minute Power Yoga classes 
which incorporate a vigorous, fitness-based 
approach to vinyasa style yoga along with 
Slow Flow classes. 

RUFFINO’S ON THE RIVER is 
expanding its seating following damage 
from Hurricane Delta. Located at 921 
Camelia Boulevard, the new patio 
sunroom will serve as both dining and a 
space for private parties. The new area 
includes 1,100 square feet, nine-foot 
windows, and is expected to be open by 
late April. 

Entertaining and need a charcuterie 
board? Look no further than GRAZE 
ACADIANA’S new location at 113 
Arnould Boulevard in the Boulevard 
Shopping Center. The location will have 
DIY and grab-and-go sections allowing 
customers to select their own items and 
grab pre-orders. 

Sugar Mill Pond residents will have a new 
restaurant by the end of the year. TaD’s, owned 
by the same group that has DC’s Sports Bar & 
Restaurant in Eunice, will feature 6,000 square 
feet, an outdoor patio, a play area, and golf cart 
parking. Construction is set to begin in summer 
and finish up by the holiday season. 

CAMELIA DENTAL is moving to a new 
state-of-the art building currently under 
construction at 1101 Camelia Boulevard 
in River Ranch. The office is known for 
cosmetic dentistry along with general 
dentistry services. The tentative opening 
date is set for November. 

Located at 4302 Moss Street is the 
Northside’s newest bakery in SWEET 
ENVIE. The store features items such as 
various sweet dough pies, cupcakes, and 
petit fours. Check their Facebook page at 
www.facebook.com/SweetEnvieLLC  to 
see what is on tap each day!

Another MR. BUBBLES AUTO SPA is 
coming to Lafayette. The new location will 
be on Kaliste Saloom between Andy’s 
Frozen Custard and Sterling Premium Select. 
Construction is expected to begin in late 
summer. 
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The goal? For the Lafayette Animal 
Shelter to reach ‘no-kill’ status. The outcome? 
Mission accomplished.

“This is not only an accomplishment for 
the shelter, but also for the entire Lafayette 
community,” says Lafayette Mayor-President 
Josh Guillory.

To accomplish this goal, the Lafayette 
Animal Shelter and Care Center is now saving 
the lives of at least 90 percent of the animals 
at the shelter, a feat accomplished through 
the adoption of healthy animals and only 
euthanizing those that, because of physical or 
mental health issues, can’t be adopted.  

“Strategic, innovative methods, and proce-
dures were put into place at the shelter to achieve 
this coveted goal,” explains Shelter Director 
Shelley Delahoussaye. Some of those methods 
include reducing adoption fees, increasing foster 
care of animals, replacing the old ‘trap-and-
euthanize’ program with one that emphasizes 
a more effective ‘trap-neuter-return’ protocol, 
and maintaining and creating relationships with 
rescue partners around the United States. 

It’s been a true team effort of people and 

concepts. Guillory credits not only the staff for 
their hard work, but also the people of Acadiana 
for endorsing and buying into the message. “It’s 
our citizens who visit daily to adopt, volunteer, 
and foster who are the real MVPs.”

The ‘no-kill’ goal was one heartedly 
endorsed by Guillory’s predecessor Joel Rob-
ideaux in 2016. When Robideaux took office, 
only 28 percent of dogs and cats left the shel-
ter alive, and he is extremely pleased by what 
has occurred. “I’m so proud of the staff who 
worked to achieve this goal,” says Robideaux. 
“Lafayette is an animal-friendly community, 
and now our shelter reflects that.”

The timing for the new status is perfect. 

Lafayette’s new Animal Shelter and Care Cen-
ter opens in April of this year. Delahoussaye 
can’t wait and reminds us how ‘no-kill’ is at the 
heart of what they do. “It’s our number one 
goal to save every animal that does not have a 
severe behavioral or health issue. Together, we 
make decisions to achieve the best possible live 
outcome for those animals.”

HOT TOPIC:

ANIMAL SHELTER REACHES ‘NO-KILL’ GOAL
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA

NO GUTS, NO GLORY

PLANET NUTRITION
For the previous two decades, Planet Nutrition has set a high standard in the nutri-

tional supplement industry by demanding truth in labeling, ingredient safety, and product 
potency, all while remaining on the cutting-edge of nutritional science.

Started by two lifelong friends from Crowley, Teddy Seaton and Chad Simon, on 
March 15, 2001, Planet Nutrition opened its first store on Johnston Street following a 
dinner conversation where Seaton and Simon discussed the desire to supply nutritional 
supplements to their clients themselves, rather than send them to other businesses. Seaton, 
a certified personal trainer, and Simon, a licensed and registered dietician, decided to start 
their own store and from that, Planet Nutrition was born.

Fast forward 20 years and they now own a total of 23 stores across Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, and Alabama. Seaton and Simon successfully own three stores, while franchising 
out the remaining locations. Today, the Johnston Street location is one lot over from the 
original building and serves as the corporate store and training facility for future franchises. 
“Everything we have done up until now as far as expansion has been organic. However, we 
are in the process now of taking Planet Nutrition nationwide,” exclaims Seaton.  

The idea behind Planet Nutrition was to merge healthy meal replacement smoothies 
along with sports nutrition. To facilitate that goal, they developed their own line of supple-
ments to keep up with customer demand. Today, the “N-Motion” line of supplements 
includes everything from fat burners to protein powders, vitamins, joint supplements, 
all-natural test boosters, and more. Additionally, customers can enjoy a large variety of 
smoothie flavors made with real fruit and Planet Nutrition’s own brand of protein powder.

Originally serving mainly fitness buffs and athletes, Planet Nutrition now caters to a 
wide range of customers, including men and women of all ages and walks of life. “We are 
beginning to see the children of our original customers,” says Seaton. To keep customers 
happy, Planet Nutrition employs an educated and knowledgeable staff where customer 
service is paramount. “We are there to assist anyone who comes in. If a customer comes in 
with no idea what they need, we will help them get started. We want our clients to get the 
results they are after and to keep coming back.” 

008 IN THE KNOW
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(337) 235-6233 | www.bentleyadvisor.com
714 East Kaliste Saloom Ste D-2,  Lafayette, LA 70508 

Seeking a second opinion? 
Reach out to us today at Bentley & Company.

Acadiana’s Premier Place for Advice in Wealth Management.
Securities and Advisory sServices offered through Prospera Financial Services

www.prosperafinancial.com  | (800) 444-4428 Member FINRA/SIPC
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MILITARY SPOTLIGHT

ADAM BRADFORD
All of us of a certain age remember where we were and 

what we felt on September 11, 2001. For Adam Bradford, 
he felt the need to become a United States Marine. “I just 
wanted to do my part in the war, and I did so for both 
countries,” Bradford exclaims. 

Following his high school graduation in 2002, Bradford 
enlisted in the Marines as an infantryman and was eventu-
ally assigned to the 1st Battalion, 6th Marines at Camp 
Lejeune, North Carolina, where he attained the rank of 
staff sergeant. After spending time in both Afghanistan and 
Iraq (where he reenlisted), Bradford became a marksman-
ship instructor for two years before applying for the Marine 
Enlisted Commissioning Education Program (MECEP). 
This multi-year program selects enlisted men without a 
degree and allows them to earn a commission while getting 
a higher education at the same time. Bradford earned his 
degree at Norwich University in Vermont and eventually 
left the military as a lieutenant. 

When asked what the military did for him, he replied 
that it taught him everything. “I don’t come from a family 
with a military background. In fact, I didn’t have a father 
figure growing up,” Bradford explains. “The military taught 
me how to be professional, disciplined, grateful for what I 
have, and the importance of family. Mainly, it made me the 
man I am today.”

Today, Bradford is a member of the Lafayette Police 
Department’s narcotic division. He says he always dreamed 
of becoming a police officer. “I believe that some people 
are meant to be servants to the community, and I am one 
of those,” Bradford says. “I love protecting and serving the 
community and helping those who need help.”
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PERSONALITY PROFILES

SUZANNE M. BACQUE
Alias: Suzi-Q or Sue
Age: 52
Status: In a Relationship 
Occupation and company name: Branch Manager, 
Spherion Staffing
City you live in: Lafayette
Favorite secret agent? Kris Munroe, Charlie’s Angels 
(when I was a child, my sisters and I would play these 
characters at our house-Sabrina, Kelly and Kris!!)
Personal motto? Do You! (Be who you are and true to yourself!)
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Attend UL baseball games, dine out with 
friends and family and enjoy our local Cajun cuisine.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: Visit my birthplace that my parents 
called home for eight years in order to experience the culture, people, and 
places they enjoyed!
Something about you that most people don’t know? I was born in Osaka, Japan!

JOSEPH “RYAN” PIERRET
Alias: Ryan
Age: 35
Status: Married
Occupation and company name: Attorney at Judice 
& Adley
City you live in: Lafayette
Favorite secret agent? John Armistead Lafayette
Personal motto? The second half of a man’s life is 
made up of nothing but the habits he has acquired during the first half.
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Friday night Ragin’ Cajun baseball at the 
Tigue. Watching my sons’ soccer and tee ball games, attending crawfish boils, 
and drinking wine in the backyard while the sun is setting with family and friends. I 
also enjoy Festival International de Louisiane.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: To lead and inspire someone or a 
group to accomplish a life goal.
Something about you that most people don’t know? Since I was four years 
old, I always modeled my career aspirations on my grandfathers. One was a 
professional baseball player and the other was a judge. Unfortunately, I wasn’t 
as athletic as my paternal grandfather.

ERIC TRAHAN 
Alias: E, Erock, Easy 
Age: 49 
Status: Spousal Equivalent (in a long-term relationship) 
Occupation and company name: Associate Broker, 
Coldwell Banker - Trahan Real Estate Group 
City you live in: Youngsville, LA 
Favorite secret agent? Sterling Archer 
Personal motto? Vision without action is just a daydream.  
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Drinks with friends, dining out, hunting and fishing.
One thing you have always wanted to do: Safari in Zimbabwe.  
Something about you that most people don’t know. I love adventure and I 
have traveled to dozens of countries around the world.

KAITLYN ROBIN
Alias: Kait
Age: 32
Status: Engaged 
Occupation: Lab Tech
Company Name: ABC Eyewear: Lafayette Family 
Eye-care 
City you live in: Lafayette 
Favorite Secret Agent: Kate Warne - First female detective 
Personal Motto: “Never give up on something you can’t go a day without 
thinking about” - Winston Churchill 
Favorite thing to do in Acadiana: I love listening to live music from local bands 
and visiting the parks and nature exhibits we have with our local wildlife, 
One thing I’ve always wanted to do: I’ve always wanted to go skydiving and 
scuba diving!
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BLACK GOLD

Spartan
Directional

Known as one of the leaders 
in the horizontal directional 
drilling (HDD) industry, Spartan 
Directional offers a combined 75 
years of experience specializing in 
extended crossings and large pipe 
diameter sizes. 

Started by co-owners Boyd 
Simon and Barry Nailling, Spartan Directional was founded in late 
2014 and completes projects wherever the work takes them across the 
United States. “We are a very diversified company,” says Simon. “We 
work in oil and gas, install flow lines, sewer and water mains, as well as 
telecommunications. If it involves pipe, we will install it.”

Horizontal directional drilling in an environmentally friendly, minimal 
impact trenchless method of installing underground pipe. According to 
Simon, Spartan’s niche is that the company does longer, more difficult 
crossings such as the Mississippi or Sabine Rivers with larger diameter pipe. 
In fact, the company holds the record for longest-largest HDD in North 
America with 2,993 feet of 54-inch pipe laid beneath the streets of Miami 
Beach. In all, Boyd says the Spartan has laid over 250 miles of pipe since the 
company began at depths ranging from 30 to 175 feet beneath the surface. 

While oil and gas has kept Spartan strong recently, Simon says 
he expects to see a shift to more infrastructure such as water lines, 
sewer lines, and telecommunications in the near future. However, no 
matter what the job is for, Simon says his crew is up to the challenge. 
“We have a really good team,” he says. “We have year of experience 
and expertise among our crew, supervisors, and laborers. All are well 
schooled and work hard and we get the job done.”
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YOU’VE BEEN LAWYERED

BOUGHT A LEMON?
Consumers have protection when buying a vehicle that is 

considered a “lemon”.  In Louisiana, sellers and/or manufacturers are 
bound by an implied warranty that the vehicle is free of hidden defects 
and is reasonably fit for the buyer’s intended use. In this context, the 
sale of a vehicle can be rescinded on account of some vice or defect 
which renders the vehicle useless, or its use so inconvenient and 
imperfect, that the buyer would not have purchased had the buyer 
known of the defect or defects.  A buyer potentially has the right to 
pursue both the seller and manufacturer. The buyer of a vehicle is not 
required to prove the cause of the defect making the vehicle unfit for 
the intended use, but rather must simply prove the actual existence of 
the defect. The defect can consist of one or many minor defects that 
collectively render the vehicle a “lemon”. Depending on the nature of 
the alleged defect, the entire sale can be rescinded or, when defects are 
such that the vehicle is not totally useless, a buyer has the right to seek 
a reduction in the purchase price. 

In many instances, a buyer must give the seller notice of the defect 
and allow the seller an opportunity to make the required repairs. 
On the other hand, notice is not required if the seller, knew of the 
defect when the vehicle was sold.  A seller is presumed to know 
that the vehicle has a defect when the seller is a manufacturer. If the 
seller/manufacturer knew of the defect, a buyer is not required to 
provide an opportunity to repair before pursuit of legal action.  Also 
included in the potential recovery are incidental costs incurred by 
the buyer because of the sale such as insurance, licensing fees, costs 
of preservation, and other such incidental expenses.  Moreover, 
regardless of whether a complete rescission of the sale or a reduction 
of the purchase price results, a buyer is also entitled to the recovery of 
reasonable attorney’s fees incurred in pursuit of the claim.

Consequently, buyers have remedies available to them when 
unfortunately confronted with having purchased a “lemon” of a 
vehicle. A buyer should clearly document the nature of defects, the 
efforts to communicate with the seller and the opportunities provided 
the seller to repair. In other words, there is no substitute for detailed 
record keeping when it comes to pursuing a claim such as this. 

CLÉ SIMON

Simon Law Offices
122 Representative Row, Lafayette, LA 70508
337-232-2000
cle@simonlawoffices.com 

For many decades I have carried on the family tradition of restoring lives 
throughout the local communities and throughout the state of Louisiana. At 
Simon Law Offices I have proudly embraced this tradition and strive every 
day to continue the legacy. Simon Law Offices, Cajun Strong and restoring 
lives throughout Louisiana one client at a time. I am Cle Simon, your official 
personal injury lawyer….if you have been injured I’d like to help.
Cle' Simon
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DAY IN THE LIFE:

RYAN SHANAHAN
BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA

“During games, I got to know some of the guys working security,” 
recalls Ryan Shanahan. “I’d see them around and they’d say, ‘Why 
don’t you be a cop?’“ Shanahan pauses, then smiles. “Finally, they got 
me in.”

The former Louisiana Icegator (1997-2001) was open to other 
opportunities when his hockey career ended, and that brought him to 
the Lafayette Police Department where he was a regular patrolman for 
nearly 17 years. “Having played hockey since I was four, I can relate 
just about everything to the team concept. I’m lucky to have three 
quality, veteran guys working under me and, as on a hockey team, I 
trust my guys and know we’ve all got each other’s backs.”

About a year ago, Shanahan was promoted to ‘Sgt. Ryan Shanahan’ 
who oversees those three officers (and their dogs, of course) in the 
K-9 unit. “But just like in sports, if you’ve got good, smart, dedicated 
players working for you, sure you supervise; but you also let them do 
their jobs. I’m pretty much hands-off.”

It’s a fun job, he says, and he works from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. where 
the general bit of advice, even in our current climate, is using logic, 
training, and teamwork. “It’s kind of tough, but for all of us, it’s about 
using common sense out there, using your head.”

Shanahan is still occasionally recognized as an Icegator, and keeps 
in touch with former teammates, many of whom have stayed in 
Acadiana. “I remember asking our coach, ‘You got a hockey team in 
Louisiana?’ People still talk about it,” smiles Shanahan.  “There were a 
lot of times where fans couldn’t buy a ticket because we sold-out.”

He’s now 46-years old and can see himself on the job for at least 
another six or seven years. It can be intense, he admits. “I don’t think 
people realize when you’re out there, handling all those calls, it’s like 
you’re on constant hyper-vigilancy. Once you put on that uniform, 
you’re always in that state.”

But then there’s the pay-off. “It’s something different every day,” 
adds Shanahan. “I’m excited to help people; it’s rewarding to see them 
do better and know I made a difference.”



 

Celebrating Acadiana’s First 
Billion Dollar Real Estate Agent  

A Legacy of A Legacy of 
ExcellenceExcellence

TeresaHamilton.com • Direct 337-267-4048
2000 Kaliste Saloom Rd #101, Lafayette, LA 70508 

337-233-9700 • Licensed in Louisiana  
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Memorial Day
MEMORIAL DAY FACTS
• It was originally called Decoration Day because soldiers 

would decorate graves of their fallen comrades with flow-
ers, flags and wreaths. Although Memorial Day became 
its official title in the 1880s, the holiday wouldn’t legally 
become Memorial Day until 1967.

• It wasn’t always celebrated the last Monday of May. After 
the Civil War, General John A. Logan, commander in chief 
of the Grand Army of the Republic, called for a holiday 
commemorating fallen soldiers to be observed every May 
30. But due to the Uniform Monday Holiday Act, which 
took effect in 1971, Memorial Day was moved to the last 
Monday of May to ensure long weekends.

• It’s legally required to observe a National Moment of 
Remembrance on Memorial Day. In December 2000, Con-
gress passed a law requiring Americans to pause at 3 p.m. 
local time on Memorial Day to remember and honor the 
fallen. But this doesn’t appear to be common knowledge. 

• American flags are requested to be flown at half staff until 
noon, then they can be raised to full staff. 

• Waterloo, New York is considered the birthplace of Memo-
rial Day. According to the Waterloo’s website, in 1966 
Congress unanimously passed a resolution to officially 
recognize Waterloo as the birthplace of Memorial Day. 
However, it remains a contentious debate, with other 
towns, like Boalsburg, Pa., claiming the title of “Birthplace 
of Memorial Day” as well.

• More than 36 million people will travel at least 50 miles 
from home on Memorial Day. 

TRADITION OF LEAVING COINS ON HEADSTONES
The tradition of leaving coins on the headstones of military 

men and women can be traced to as far back as the Roman 
Empire. Today, a coin left on a headstone or at the grave site is 
meant as a message to the deceased soldier’s family that someone 
else has visited the grave to pay respect.

Leaving a penny at the grave means simply that you visited. 
A nickel indicates you and the deceased trained at boot camp 
together, while a dime means you served with him in some 
capacity. Leaving a quarter at the grave, tells the family you were 
with the soldier when he was killed.

 

POPPIES ON MEMORIAL DAY
Americans wear red poppies on Memorial Day to honor the 

men and women who have died fighting for our country. In fact, 
Americans are asked to wear their red flowers on National Poppy 
Day each year, which falls on the Friday before Memorial Day. 
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L  G E T A W A Y 

Plan Your First
Post-Pandemic Trip Abroad to 

Barcelona
B y  A g e n t  T a y l o r  G e i g e r

Destinations such as Barcelona become iconic because they deliver attractions 
that delight a wide spectrum of travellers. From children to partiers, early-birds to 
night-owls, and active adventurists to beach bums, Barcelona has something spe-
cial in store. For those of us aching to plan our first post-pandemic trips abroad, 
Barcelona is an excellent option. 

The first European city I ever visited as a teenager was Barcelona, and I have 
been back a handful of times since then. I remember sitting in the backseat of a 
cab as it navigated the heavy traffic zipping up wide, tree-lined boulevards, star-
ing at the impressive regal buildings on either side. Just going for a bus ride in 
Barcelona is a fantastic way to admire the city’s variety of architecture from the 
modern to the historical. You can easily also hop on a local bus and press your 
nose against the window to absorb this pretty city. 

The two most iconic styles of architecture you’ll find in Barcelona are Catalan 
Gothic, a gaudy, medieval style (think: older cathedrals), and Modernisme, a 
turn of the 20th century architectural movement spurred on by the famous 
Antoni Gaudi (think: the Sagrada Familia). You could easily spend an entire day 
enthralled by architecture in the city’s famous Gothic Quarter, from the historic 
Roman walls to the Placa del Rei to the Placa Reial. This part of the city is domi-
nated by pedestrians and crisscrossed by cute alleyways which lead onto open 
squares blocked off from car traffic. 

Those fascinated by Gaudi’s eclectic and colorful style cannot miss his major 
highlights. A visit to the Sagrada Familia is essentially a right-of-passage in Bar-
celona and simply can’t be skipped - there is nothing like the impressive forest of 
tree-like columns which hold up this towering masterpiece. You’ll never forget 
observing the sun shining through the massive columns of stained glass once 
inside. If you’ve never been, I suggest to not look at photos before visiting and 
just allow yourself to be impressed once there.

Another of Gaudi’s famous works is Park Guell, a hilltop public park turned 
tourist hotspot, which is adorned with colorful tiled walls and benches; from which 
many visitors take much beloved photos overlooking the city of Barcelona. While 
on the topic of scenic city overviews, a stroll in the gardens of Montjuic Hill will 
also reward you with stunning vistas; be sure to time your visit during one of the 
daily water shows which take place at Montjuic Fountains. The Fountains were 
built to awe visitors at the 1929 World’s Fair, and the music, lights, and colors of 
this fountain continue to impress more than 2.5 million visitors annually.

I do not have enough space to go into details about Barcelona’s culinary scene in a 
way that would do justice to a city packed with outstanding restaurants. A required stop 
for foodies is the Mercat de la Boqueria, just off the city’s busiest avenue, Las Ramblas. 
La Boqueria offers a sampling of the city’s access to fresh, natural ingredients, offering 
everything from fresh fruit smoothies (watermelon is perfect on warm days) to freshly 
caught seafood (the grilled octopus is delightful) to freshly sliced “jamon iberico”. I 
suggest you do not miss out on the opportunity to enjoy all the flavours this region has 
to offer, nor miss the chance to spend an afternoon strolling from tapas bar to tapas bar, 
sampling small bites accompanied with local Spanish wines. 

Sports fans will never forget screaming for FC Barcelona at Camp Nou; with a 
capacity for almost 100,000 spectators, it is the largest stadium in Europe. Beach lov-
ers will savor evenings at Barceloneta, Barcelona’s “city beach”, with an avid nightlife 
culture and many clubs sitting directly on the beachfront to keep the party going 
until sunrise. Bogatell Beach is also an awesome beach a bit further to the North 
(considered by many to be the more “local” beach), which has plenty of opportuni-
ties to rent SUPs or kayaks, join into a beach volleyball match, or sip a beer at sunset. 
If you’re searching for a European destination packed with culture, nature, architec-
ture, history, flavor, and fun; Barcelona belongs at the top of your list. 

008 TRAVEL
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NATIONAL GETAWAY

BENTONVILLE BIKE BOOM
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA

Photos courtesy of Visit Bentonville, Caleb Chancey Photography

It’s not surprising that 
mountain biking has experi-
enced an unprecedented upsurge 
nationwide in our state parks and 
on various private lands. This 
outdoor recreational immersion 
with nature not only offers people 
a COVID-safe, outdoor experi-
ence, but it’s also fun and exhila-
rating for all ages. Well-known 
mountain bike centers that offer 
some of the best trail experiences 
on the globe are usually located 
in the northeast and in the west; 
it’s only now that a new, southern 
riding destination has emerged. 
That location is Bentonville, 
Arkansas.

Courtesy of the Walton family 
(heirs to Walmart founder Sam 
Walton), the northwestern Ar-
kansas region is now a mountain-
bike mecca. The family spent 

more than $74 million building 
over 160 paved and unpaved bike 
trails in and around Bentonville, 
with many of them considered 
award-winning.   

There are several trails from 
which to choose, including the 
Coler Mountain Bike Preserve 
and the Slaughter Pen, the latter 
of which is popular with families. 
There’s also The Back 40 and 
Little Sugar that are accessible by 
the Razorback Regional Greenway 
in Bella Vista. Rest assured: there’s 
a trail or path for every skill level.

The Phat Tire Bike Shop, 
located right in the middle of 
downtown Bentonville, is where 
you can rent a full-range of bikes 
for a few hours or all day, plus 
rent a bike trailer for $20. Need 
other options? Try Meteor Bike 
Shop & Café, Mojo Cycling, and 

the recently opened Gearhead 
Experience Center.

There’s plenty to do in the 
mid-sized city of Bentonville and 
the town square is a great place 
for shopping and dining. Adding 
to Bentonville’s attractiveness 
is the fact that the town is not 
only bikeable, but walkable. 
(Food Tip: The Tusk and Trotter 
American Brasserie is a must for 
lunch or dinner. Two Tusk dishes 
that must be on your list are the 
Pig-Ear Nachos and the High 
South Beans with Cornbread).  

Want to step back in time? 
On the southeast corner of the 
square is the original Walton’s, 
the folksy five-and-dime store 
Sam Walton opened in 1950 that 
now serves as the home of the 
Walmart Museum. Bentonville is 
also the site of the mind-baffling 

and world-renowned Crystal 
Bridges Museum of American Art 
founded by Alice Walton in 2011. 
(Tip: The permanent exhibits are 
free to the public).  

Conveniently, there are camp-
ing and RV sites located in and 
around the trails or you can opt 
for one of many hotels. There’s 
the 21c Museum Hotel in the 
center of Bentonville and three 
miles away there’s a Doubletree 
Suites Hotel. To get there, you 
can fly nonstop into Northwest 
Arkansas Regional Airport from 
most major U.S. cities.

You could easily lose yourself 
on these trails for days on end; 
and as of the writing of this 
article, trails are being built at a 
rate of two miles per week—lend-
ing itself to more return visits to 
immerse with nature.

008 TRAVEL
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It’s one of the premier, luxury 
vacation experiences on 30A.  The 
Sanctuary at Redfish, a Newman-
Dailey property, stands far above 
any vacation property and is unlike 
any other resort you’ll discover. 
Not only does it sit above a rare 
and gorgeous dune lake that tra-
verses part of the Emerald Coast’s 
sandy beach, but its amenities and 
location are beyond prime. 

This world unto itself conve-
niently sits between Seaside and 
Sandestin and offers guests un-
paralleled privacy amid its quaint 
64-unit property. This ‘sanctuary’ 
sits on 14 coveted acres, with 
six of those preserved without 
environmental impact. It is an 
ecological paradise that offers 
guests glistening Blue Mountain 
Beach waters, Big Redfish Lake, 
and a lush, preserved coastal for-
est. Additionally, the landscape 
features grounds that slope 
toward the coastal dune lake, of-
fering spectacular water views. 

When you board the Sanctu-
ary at Redfish’s pontoon boat, 
you’ll meet the super-friendly 
Captain Bob who will conve-

niently drop you off at a secluded 
beach where your beach chairs 
and umbrella await.  (The boat 
ride is only five minutes). This 
novel amenity alone is just an-
other unmatched experience for 
your family to enjoy at Redfish. 

The hypnotic, sprawling 
pool has a breathtaking waterfall 
feature that will surely melt 
your cares away.  (There’s also 
an adult-only pool). There are 
Roman-style cabanas, a spa deck, 
and hot tubs to further your 
tranquility. Plus, there are hiking 
trails, virtual indoor golf, and a 
top-notch fitness center. 

With Seaside two miles away 
and a plethora of fabulous shop-
ping opportunities and scrump-
tious restaurants nearby, practi-
cally all your needs are met! (Tip:  
Be sure to tempt your tastebuds 
at Red Fish Taco).

Which unit to choose? My first 
choice is Unit 2121, an oasis amid 
this oasis which has an expansive 
balcony overlooking both the 
subtropical forest of which the 
sweet sounds of songbirds and salt 
air sweep you away. The en-suite 

bedrooms are inviting, and the 
master suite had an oversized spa 
bathtub and walk-in shower. This 
condo has high-end furnishings, 
and has been freshly decorated 
with an acute attention to detail; 
thus there’s no question that 
it’s a Newman Dailey managed 
unit. The unit has an elevator 
with covered parking for your 
convenience. (Tip: If #2121 is not 
available, #3106 with its lake view 

and #1101 with its ground-floor 
and easy access without use of an 
elevator are also great choices).

Whether it’s a family affair or 
couple’s getaway, the Sanctuary 
at Redfish is exceedingly fantastic, 
and the staff go above and be-
yond the call of duty for COVID 
safety measures. Moreover, the 
sense of peace amid Mother 
Nature’s glory— amid bustling 
30A— is sublime!

ROAD TRIP

The Sanctuary At Redfish
by Agent Suzanne Ferrara

008 TRAVEL
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Americans Say Housing is a
Good Investment

BY BILL SCHOEFFLER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, ACADIAN HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION

Homeownership benefits millions of Americans across the country. 
In addition to having a place to call home and a sense of community, 
many people purchase homes to help build their wealth. A primary 
residence was the largest asset among households across all age groups 
in 2019, according to the 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances. How 
does housing measure up to other investments, like the stock market? 
Not surprising, many Americans view homeownership as a sound 
investment to provide financial security.

A recent study by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York found 
that most households view housing as a good investment in compari-
son to the stock market. When asked whether a young couple should 
buy a primary residence or invest in the stock market, more than 90 
percent of the survey respondents chose housing. The survey was 
conducted in February 2020 (largely before the COVID-19 outbreak 
in the United States), October 2020, and February 2021.

Many survey respondents also view rental property as another 
viable pathway to generate returns. When asked to choose between 
investing in a rental property or the overall stock market, more than 
50 percent of the households recommended housing each time the 
survey was administered. In selecting housing as a better investment 
over the stock market, most survey respondents cited stability, desired 

living environment, less volatility, and higher house prices as their 
primary reasons. 

Americans view housing, as a primary residence or as rental prop-
erty, as a good investment compared to the stock market. Many home-
owners count on their home equity to fund retirement, their children’s 
education, and other important needs. In addition to an investment 
opportunity, owning a home represents a big part of the American 
Dream and provides a solid foundation for families. To learn more 
about home buying or homeownership, visit www.acadianhba.com. 
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23,000 SQFT RENOVATION

WOUND CARE ADDITION 
4000 SQFT UNDER CONSTRUCTION

KEITH KISHBAUGH
803 Cajundome Blvd. Lafayette, LA 70506

337-278-9877/337-242-4302
By Appointment Only

Kishbaugh Construction has a wide variety of very talented employees, 
with hundreds of years of combined experience. Having such an

experienced and valuable team is important in making 
sure our projects are completed in a timely manner with an 

extreme attention to detail.
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OPEN
MON-FRI 9A-6P
SAT 10A – 1P

NOW AVAILABLE 
FLOATING CLICK-IN 

WATERPROOF
FLOORING

LIKE US ON FACBEOOK

StockCeramic and Carpet

IN STOCK CARPET, CERAMIC TILE, WOOD, EXTRA 
WIDE VINYL, FLOATING CLICK-IN PLANK & MORE

From the Window to the Wall
BY LESLIE WOOTERS

I like big walls and I cannot lie. If you sang that sentence in your 
head, we are friends. But seriously, wide walls, tall walls, bare walls - 
they can sometimes be like staring at a blank paper when starting a re-
search project. Whether it’s a primary wall in the living room or a long 
hallway in a ranch style home, make the most of the space with a few 
tips to make these walls less of a wallflower and more of a superstar. 

PAINT
This is (as usual) the least expensive option. Get creative with a 

vibrant hue for a pop of color or even use a complementary color on 
the color wheel to create an accent wall. If you have accents of blue, 
a paint color with a yellow or orange undertone could offset the 
wall and create a focal point. Unique patterns can be created using a 
stencil, painter’s tape, and a little paint. 

WALLPAPER
If you like the concept of patterns, using a wallpaper with mul-

tiple colors and patterns is a solution. There are multiple options, 
and many papers are easy to hang on your own with a little patience 
and a good helper. Make the most of an oversized wall with a big 
and bold pattern. A smaller scale pattern will be better suited for 
longer hallways in an older home without super tall ceilings.

TRIM WORK
Adding pieces of molding in a semi-permanent pattern on the wall 

is another option to make the wall more appealing without adding 
color to it. Wood molding is standard, but you can also get creative 
with fabric, grasscloth, ribbon, or chains. Using something with depth 
will give dimension and interest without cluttering up the space.  

COLLAGES, GALLERY WALLS AND PICTURE LEDGES
In many ways these applications are the same, but each display 

evokes a particular style within the home. A collage is typically more 
casual with an assortment of items or photos hung in a way that is 
almost puzzle-like. It creates a larger piece using many smaller pieces 
and tells a story with the items used. Gallery walls are similar to a 
collage but consists primarily of photos. These photos can be differ-
ent sizes and in black and white or in color. The best way to create 
a collage or gallery wall is to do the layout on the floor first. When 
planning for frames, choose the frames first and then have pictures 
printed in the correct size. If the room is neutral, keep pictures in 
black and white or use a pop of color. If the room is not neutral, 
print pictures where the colors flow from frame to frame. Picture 
ledges offer a similar solution. These small shelves are either hung 
or built onto the wall where pictures and artwork can be displayed 
simply by leaning it back. Items can also be hung on the wall near 
the items on the shelves to close in the space or give balance.

OVERSIZED PHOTOS AND ART
Photos in an oversized simple frame look fantastic on a large 

wall. Don’t be afraid to invest in a good work of art for your home. 
These single pieces can make a statement that lasts a lifetime. 

COLLECTION OF ART
Depending on the size of the wall, a collection of art can easily 

be displayed. Display a series of nine to 12 prints in the same frame 
type to create a focal point. Pick something that fascinates you or 
starts a conversation. Remember to keep the center of the collection 
near eye level and hung with proper and similar spacing between 
each piece.  
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1409 E. Broussard Rd, Lafayette (next door to Native Sun)  •  337-962-9958
BrocanteLafayette.com  •  Thurs-Sat:  10a-4 p  Sat-Sun:1p-4p  •  And by appointment

AN EVER-CHANGING LOCAL MARKET IN THE HEART OF LAFAYETTE
New, Antique, we restock the shop every week to reopen on Thursday.
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TECH TALK 

Making Technology 
Easier for Seniors 

Over the last year, more people have been pushed online in new ways, 
and for senior citizens this can be particularly challenging. Even register-
ing for a COVID-19 vaccination requires going online in many areas,

It’s not that we weren’t using technology before, but there were 
other options. Now, seniors may need to get online to take part in 
weddings, funerals, or baby showers. Thus, it’s essential they have the 
right tools and know-how to log in and connect virtually.

HOW WE HELP SENIORS WITH TECHNOLOGY
To stay in touch with family, the senior has many online chan-

nels available. They can get on Facebook, use FaceTime on a mobile 
phone, start a video call on their desktop, or send an email. They may 
also play online games with family members or join a watch party on a 
streaming service such as Amazon, Hulu, or Netflix. The list goes on 
and on.

All this requires technology in the home. Deciding on what kind of 
computer to get or upgrade to can be daunting, not to mention chal-
lenging to set it all up and connect it to other devices in the home. 

In our digital environment, there are so many devices to connect 
to one another. This is where a managed service provider can help 
seniors tackle tech challenges. With their coaching, the senior can con-
nect confidently and securely.

Our IT team can also suggest software solutions to make life easier 
for seniors online. We can recommend ways to integrate all the tech-
nology to simplify the environment. 

CONNECT WITH OUR RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT TEAM
You can rest assured that you or the seniors in your life have the 

IT help needed to stay connected. We’re able to explain, coach, and 
troubleshoot at any time. As we get to know the technology in the 
home, we can often help faster and remotely.  

Some seniors fear technology. We get it. We will reassure with 
the right precautions and by setting up a secure 
system. Our experienced techs are always happy to 
help. Contact us at (337) 205-4860.

Kevin McBride is the owner/technician of Hub 
City PC Repair (337-205-4860) and owner of 
Advanced Medical Billing (844-424-5537).
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THE RIGHT WAY HOME
for all the right reasons

Partner with us and let us show you how we 
have built a solid organization with nearly a 

century of real estate experience! 

LOCAL IN-HOUSE PROCESSING, UNDERWRITING, AND SERVICING

JESSICA TATE LEBLANC
NMLS# 493823

jleblanc@stanmor.com
(337) 362-0107

TRICIA MIRE
NMLS# 99175

tmire@stanmor.com
(337) 362-0103

PHYLLIS J. MILLER
NMLS# 99169

pmiller@stanmor.com
(337) 362-0108

NMLS#44912 | STANMOR.COM | 1819 W PINHOOK ROAD #110, LAFAYETTE, LA 70508
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THE ROCK FINANCIAL

Retirement-Planning 
Tips for Women Part 

3 of 4
PLAN FOR INCOME IN RETIREMENT
Do you worry about outliving your retirement income? Unfortu-

nately, that’s a realistic concern. 
1. At age 65, women can expect to live, on average, an additional 

20.7 years.
2. In fact, many women will live into their 90s. This means that 

women should generally plan for a retirement that will last at 
least 20 to 30 years. Women should also consider the possibil-
ity of spending some of those years alone. According to recent 
statistics, 32 percent of women age 65 and older are widowed, 
16% are divorced, and 34% live alone. 

3. For married women, the loss of a spouse can mean a significant 
decrease in retirement income from Social Security or pension 
benefits.

So, what can you do to help ensure you’ll have enough income to 
last throughout retirement? 

HERE ARE SOME TIPS:
• Estimate how much income you’ll need. Use your current 

expenses as a starting point, but note that your expenses may 
change by the time you retire. Work-based retirement plans of-
ten provide helpful tools to estimate your income goal. You can 
also find calculators on the Internet.

• Find out how much you can expect to receive from Social Se-
curity, pension plans, and other sources. What benefits will you 
receive should you become widowed or divorced?

• Set a retirement savings goal that you can work toward, and 
keep track of your progress.

• Save regularly, save as much as you can, and then look for ways 
to save more — dedicate a portion of every raise, bonus, cash 
gift, or tax refund to your retirement savings.

• Consider how you can help protect yourself and your family 
from potentially substantial long-term care expenses. By plan-
ning ahead, you could help preserve your choices for care and 
may avoid becoming a burden on your family.

Content provided by: Forefield
Article Sponsored by: Asset Mark

For Appointment: David L. Mire 
106 Sears Drive, Lafayette, LA 70503
Direct: 337-593-3195 
therockfinancialgroup.net

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Royal 
Alliance Associates, Inc. (RAA), member FINRA/SIPC. RAA is 
separately owned and other entities and/or marketing names, products or 
services referenced here are independent of RAA.

Not FDIC Insured - May Lose Value - Not Bank Guaranteed
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IS LEG PAIN
HOLDING YOU
BACK? Get your life back with simple, 

in-clinic vein procedures at CIS.

CARDIO.COM
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CUTTING EDGE
Pain is something to be expected at childbirth. As a re-

sult, doctors long ago developed techniques such as epidur-
als to help women manage the pain of both natural births 
and those done by C-section. Now, the doctors at the Our 
Lady of Lourdes Women’s & Children’s Hospital have taken 
pain management one step further.

Expecting moms at Women’s & Children’s who are 
scheduled for C-sections can take advantage of the latest 
anesthesia option and receive a QL (Quadratus Lumborum) 
Block. Injected directly into the muscle, the anesthesia 
helps patients speed their recovery regarding pain. “One 
of our goals is to have our patients up and moving quicker 
following a C-section,” says Dr. Mario Cardinale, OBGYN. 
“With the QL Block, new moms are able to decrease their 
dependency on additional pain relievers and enjoy a speedier 
recovery.”

One of those new moms is Tyanne John who just gave 
birth to her second child less than a month ago via C-
section. When asked how the postoperative pain from this 
section was compared to her first without the QL Block, she 
replied it was like night and day. “This was so much better. 
With my first child, I had to be given morphine to decrease 
the pain and as a result, I don’t remember a lot from the 
childbirth. With the QL Block I was much more aware, able 
to get up quicker, and get off pain meds faster,” says John.

According to Dr. Cardinale, patients without the QL 
Block may need additional pain relief via an IV and narcot-
ics. However, many patients who use this new procedure 
are generally able to manage pain with over-the-counter 
pain relievers after just a few hours. “If patients who opt for 
the QL Block need it, they still have the IV option, but we 
want people not to run the risk of becoming dependent on 
opioids,” says Dr. Cardinale.

For John, the QL Block not only meant less time on 
pain medications, but also more time with her family. “We 
are new to the area having moved from North Dakota and 
because I was up and about quicker than with our first child, 
my husband was able to go back to work sooner and I have 
even been able to join my family on a trip to walk around 
the zoo,” John says.

If you are an expecting mom delivering at Our Lady of 
Lourdes Women’s & Children’s Hospital who has scheduled 
a C-section, be sure to ask your OBGYN about the option 
of having a QL Block reduce your pain at childbirth. 
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May 20th Event Agenda
Lifetime Achievement Award

The LHC Group
Visiting Guest Speaker

Dr. Mo Khan
"The Heart of the Matter"

Local Guest SpeaLocal Guest Speaker

Dr. Brent Rochon
"Ethnic and Minority Cardiovascular Disparities"

For more information on the CLI & Limb Salvage Club visit limbsalvageclub.com

Louisiana

Club
A Nonprofit 501 (C)(3) Company
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A&PMC
901 Wilson St. Lafayette, La  70503

PICTURED: LEFT TO RIGHT: DR. BRENT RONCHON, DR. DAVID ALLIE AND DR. RAGOTHAM PATLOLA
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GRASS: The Ultimate Anti-Aging Skincare Regimen!

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT

When it comes to an anti-aging skincare 
regimen, there are many facets to consider 
including diet, lifestyle, skin treatments, and 
professional grade products. All these things 
not only support the skin’s health but can 
produce a more youthful appearance! A good 
skincare product regimen can help boost col-
lagen, protect the skin against sun damage, 
and increase cell turnover for reduced fine 
lines and wrinkles, among other things.

The GRASS regimen is a core product 
routine that gives you some general direction 
and contains key ingredients for beautiful 
skin. It takes the guesswork out of compiling 
a medical-grade skincare routine. Each letter 
stands for a step in the routine - Growth 
Factors, Retinoids, Antioxidants, Specialty 
Product, and Sun Protection.

Growth Factors are a naturally occur-
ring protein that repairs damaged, aging skin 
while remodeling the skin cell structure. For 
optimum results, use products with advanced 

growth factors, antioxidants, and peptides. 
Retinoids are an ingredient derived from 

Vitamin A and applied topically to the skin. 
Retinoids are the “gold standard” for anti-
aging and can reduce the appearance of fine 
lines, skin texture, acne, and aging or sun-
damaged skin. Among a variety of biologically 
technical benefits, retinoids encourage your 
skin cells to turn over quickly and exfoliate 
dead cells away, revealing brighter, smoother 
skin. Make sure you get a potent, medical-
grade retinoid for maximum benefit.

Antioxidants repair and protect skin from 
free radicals, UVA/UVB rays, and pollution. 
They also help stimulate collagen growth! Used 
in conjunction with sunscreen, antioxidants 
provide great protection from the environment.

Specialty Products recognize that everyone’s 
skin is different. This category includes a cus-
tomized product that provides extra care and 
addresses your skin’s unique needs and type. 

Sun Protection is the MOST important 

step in GRASS. Whatever products or services 
you use, your skin needs to be protected. Ex-
cessive sun exposure breaks down collagen in 
skin, damages it, and causes it to wrinkle and 
pigment. It also causes skin cancer. Ninety 
percent of visible aging is from the sun! 

For the perfect product regimen that ac-
curately fits your unique skin care needs, it’s 
best to see a board-certified dermatologist 
or licensed aesthetician. The right skin care 
routine is a sure way to repair, enhance, and 
protect your way to a healthier, more radiant, 
and more confident you!

Dr. Christopher Hubbell is a board-certified 
Dermatologist with over 
25 years’ experience in 
Dermatology and Aesthet-
ics. He is the founder of 
Hubbell Dermatology & 
Aesthetics. Contact him at 
337-989-7272.

Our team can determine if your 

symptoms are due to allergies, 

COVID-19 or a sinus infection and 

provide the appropriate treatment 

to help you “Feel Better. Faster!”

We got 

LourdesUrgentCare.com

Walk-InCheck-In Online Schedule a Virtual Visit

-choo!

Allergies?
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Exceptional care for heads, 
shoulders, knees and toes
(and a whole lot more).

From active little bodies all the way up to those on the verge of adulthood, our skilled team of pediatricians 
is here to provide exceptional care through every stage of your child’s life. Should you ever need specialty 
services such as pediatric orthopedics, neurosurgery, oncology and more, choosing a pediatrician with the 
strength of a statewide network at their back can make a difference.

Our Pediatric Clinics Offer: 
    •  Video or in-office appointments
    •  Online scheduling
    •  Physicals & immunizations
    •  A network of more than 180 providers dedicated to pediatrics across the state

A Partner of Our Lady of the Lake Children’s Health

Exceptional care starts here.
Schedule online at lourdesrmc.com or call 
(337) 470-GoMD to make an appointment.
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Stress Management
in Families

The world as we know it changed just over a year ago. Schools closed, 
most of our country went on “lock down,” and we have been trying to 
navigate our way back to “healthy and happy” since then.

Understandably, everyone is stressed including adults, children, 
couples, and families. Financial struggles, home-schooling, loved ones 
becoming ill (and possibly dying)…it is A LOT. But we have to find 
a way to stick together in order to make it through. By taking small, 
manageable steps to a healthier lifestyle, families can work towards 
their goals to be both physically and psychologically fit.

HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS TO KEEP YOUR FAMILY ON A 
HEALTHY PATH:
1. Create a healthy environment. Have you ever heard the term 

“a cluttered home is a cluttered mind”? There is truth behind 
this. Altering your environment can alleviate stress. Decluttering 
is an exercise your family can engage in together and facilitate 
control. This teaches the whole family to focus on that which we 
can control versus that which we cannot.

2. Talk! Promoting open lines of communication within the home 
can help the family work together to identify, understand, and 
address potential stressors. 

3. Evaluate your day to day. Model healthy and productive behav-
iors to your family and children. As a parent, ask yourself: “How 
do I deal with stress? Do I tend to overeat, excessively smoke, 
etc., when I am feeling stressed? Are there healthier ways to cope 
with my behaviors?” Perhaps taking a walk, talking to a friend, 
or drawing a warm bath is a better, healthier alternative.

4. Engage in self-care. Eating well, exercising, and getting enough 
sleep are essential for overall health. When you are stressed, 
it’s easy to fall into unhealthy habits such as eating fast food or 
“plugging in” to screens, thereby lending to a sedentary lifestyle 
and inconsistent sleep patterns. The correlation between health, 
obesity, and unhealthy choices is strong- so be mindful of taking 
care of yourself to stay mentally, physically, 
and emotionally healthy.

Elizabeth S. Mayers, LCSW-BACS, BCD is a 
partner of Mayers Mental Health, LLC, in Lafay-
ette, Louisiana, serving adults, couples, families and 
children/adolescents. Contact her at 337-453-3050.

HOLISTIC HEALTH

SHOULD YOU GET THE 
COVID VACCINE?

My answer might surprise you. If you’re overweight (obese), take 
more than three pharmaceutical drugs, or have diabetes, cancer, heart 
disease, high blood pressure, autoimmune disease, etc... and are still living 
the exact same lifestyle you were living prior to COVID... then by all 
means, get the vaccine! 

Everyone had the chance to make changes in their health care. Every-
one had the ability to lose weight, lower stress, eat healthier, or exercise 
daily which would have supported their body’s immune system response 
to ANY VIRUS. If you didn’t see last year as a “wake-up call”...You appar-
ently weren’t scared enough!

Bottom line is… what are you doing to be healthier? I would venture 
to say most people didn’t make any lifestyle changes. Many of those who 
died had underlying health conditions like diabetes, obesity, high blood 
pressure, low Vitamin D3, cardiovascular diseases, and were sedentary. 
That gives the rest of us HUGE clues as to what needs to be addressed 
personally to avoid dying from this or any other virus.

Come on kids... let’s learn the lesson that we really need to learn... 
eat healthy (plant based is proven to be the best way to eat to increase 
your immune system’s strength), balance your hormones naturally (no 
synthetic hormones), remove those who stress you out from your life, 
exercise (again... another proven way to strengthen your immune system), 
and work with doctors who are functional and natural in their advice and 
guidance for you.

Marie Pace is the author of WHAT’S 
HEALTH, a local  Doctor or Naturopathic Min-
istries &  owner of THAT’S HEALTH located at 
3522 Kaliste Saloom Rd. in Lafayette. She can be 
reached at 337-989-0572 or through her website: 
www.ThatsHealth.com 
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Whether addressing COVID 19, Epstein Barr virus, 
Gut/digestive problems, Anxiety, Menopause, Infertility,

or any hormonal issue, we can offer you natural solutions 
utilizing Hair Tissue Mineral Analysis, Saliva adrenal hormone 
testing, Food allergy & sensitivity testing, correct thyroid serum 

blood tests, and one-on-one holistic counseling.

Maybe it’s 
YOUR THYROID

So if you’re having symptoms like: low body temp, 
fatigue, aches and pains, joint pains, weight issues, 
slow wound healing, depression or anxiety, poor 
memory and focus, sleep issues, frequent infections, 
allergies, autoimmune diseases, headaches, low 
libido, infertility, low or high blood pressure, consti-
pation, digestive issues, poor vision, dry skin, hair 
loss and even HIGH CHOLESTEROloss and even HIGH CHOLESTEROL … they all 
point to a lowered thyroid function (despite what thy-
roid hormones you are on!) and adrenal gland fa-
tigue!

If you’ve been taking Levothyroxine or Synthroid…  
you’re taking T4 only hormones for your thyroid. 
Your medical doctor is most probably only monitor-
ing your TSH ("Thyroid Stimulating Hormone" which 
is NOT even a thyroid hormone!). No one is bother-
ing to look at the real FUNCTION of your entire thy-
roid system: TSH which stimulates the gland into 
action and then the resulting Free T4 hormone that 
converts into Free T3 & Reverse T3. Your doctor 
might be ASSUMING that all those hormones are 
being made correctly… (we all know how much trou-
ble we get into when we “assume” anything!!). And 
sadly no one is checking your actual adrenal gland’s 
function.

The only way to determine the full FUNCTION of 
both your thyroid AND adrenal systems is to test 
them properly. The only way to FIX your thyroid and 
adrenal systems is to eat an anti-inflammatory diet & 
supplement each of the glands with targeted 
support. That’s our specialty!
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I remember when I was struggling to make ends meet financially. I went 
to my bank’s ATM knowing I only had a couple of dollars in my account and 
started praying. My prayer was for God to please somehow allow some money 
to mysteriously appear in my bank account. I began saying how much money 
there was in the world and that I only needed a little bit. I nervously reached 
for my ATM card, put it in the machine, and read the receipt. Unfortunately, it 
said I had a whopping two dollars and some change in my account. I know it 
sounds crazy, but I was devastated and mad at God. I was busy complaining to 
God, but it wasn’t His fault that I was broke, it was mine.

I learned a painful and memorable lesson that day. In life, you don’t get 
something just because you want it or need it. You can only withdraw out of 
life what you deposit into it. In the Bible, it talks about reaping and sowing, 
meaning you will get exactly what you give sooner or later. This is a spiritual 
and natural law that never changes, and it applies to us all. Think of it this 
way. If you were planting a garden and decided on planting tomato seeds, you 
wouldn’t expect or want anything to grow except tomatoes, right? Well, what if 
you started to see cucumbers growing? You’d probably be upset. Why, because 
you deposited tomato seeds in the ground, and you expected your withdrawal 
to be tomatoes.

This same principle applies to your life as well. You can only get out of 
life what you put into it. If you deposit great things into your mind, your 
relationships, your family, and your career, you can expect to withdraw that 
same thing. If you deposit the opposite, you can expect the opposite; nothing 
in is nothing out. You can truly have more if you are willing to do and become 
more. Sow well, reap well.

Kyle Vidrine aka “The Dream” is a professional speaker 
and author of “Wake Up the Winner In You.” Kyle speaks to 
schools and businesses to teach leadership, mental toughness and 
personal development. Contact him at kyle@thedreaminspires.
com or visit thedreaminspires.com.

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT

GET MOTIVATED

The Boomerang
Effect: Sowing

& Reaping

MISS LSU
HANNAH FONTENOT

Recently, Lafayette native and current LSU sophomore Hannah Fontenot 
took home the title of Miss LSU 2021 in just her third pageant. While Fon-
tenot may be new to being on the pageant stage, she is not new to the pageant 
life. “I’ve always been interested in pageants. My mom did pageants, and my 
grandmother did pageants. I certainly wanted to carry on their legacy, but I 
had to wait until the time was right for me,” Fontenot explains. 

The timing certainly was right for the fashion merchandising major to take 
her first crown after competing in her first pageant in June 2020 while coming 
in third and then placing in the top 10 in Miss Louisiana this past January. 

Delta Zeta hosted the 2021 Miss LSU Pageant in the university’s Student 
Union with proceeds benefiting the sorority’s philanthropies. The pageant 
itself consisted of an interview earlier in the day followed by swimsuit, evening 
wear, and an on-stage question posed to those placing in the top five. “What 
I like about Miss LSU is that it is more than just a crown and a sash. So much 
of Miss LSU is focused on what you do for LSU and the service work involved 
makes it special,” Fontenot adds.

Fontentot says her only regret from the evening was the fact that there was 
no crowd due to Covid restrictions. However, she knew her family was watch-
ing the live stream and was going to be able to join her soon. 

Since winning the title, Fontenot continues to work with her pageant 
coaches and is looking forward to representing the university at the Miss Loui-
siana 2022 pageant to be held next January. 
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. . .for your 
9-13 year olds.
We have loads We have loads 

of activities 
planned to keep 
your kids busy 
and productive 
this summer.

An Amazing Summer. . .

Red’s will be offering the following camps & lessons: swimming, 
tennis, pickleball, girls fitness, boys training, basketball. In 
addition to these camps we will have free leagues and activities 
all summer (members only), including: M.I.T. Kids, youth training, 
basketball, volleyball, dodgeball, lap swimming, & pickleball.

We will have an incentive punch card program (members only) We will have an incentive punch card program (members only) 
where the kids can earn punches by working out. Each time they 
complete a punch card they will receive a free Icee and will be 
entered into a  drawing at the end of the summer. The grand 
prize will be an Ipad.

Hope you have a fun, safe and enjoyable summer!

Call today or visit 
www.redlerilles.com for details.

Memberships Available
984-7738

Everything is about to explode! Your grass will get greener, your 
flowers will bloom, the days will get warmer, outdoor activities will 
take off, and most importantly your attitude will brighten along with 
the sun!!

The good news is there are options on every corner to help you 
boost your workouts to a new level this spring. The bad news is that 
feeling won’t last forever so grab it while it’s HOT! Outside of the 
first week of January, spring is hands down the best time of the year to 
make a new commitment, find new motivation, or elevate your work-
out routine to the next level. Clubs and studios all around town are 
running specials and offering new, innovative, and exciting programs 
to give you what you need to succeed.  

Commitment is the key. Find a way to ensure you’re going to com-
mit to something right now. Buy a new bike, new running shoes, or a 
training package from a degreed and qualified fitness professional. Any 
sort of financial commitment usually works. And then when you start 
seeing the results you’re after, you will no longer need the external 
accountability. The internal drive and motivation will be there when 
you need it! Breathe in this amazingly fresh air and let the nicest time 
of the year in south Louisiana push your body to new heights. There 
have never been more opportunities to get help where you need it. Go 
find what you need!! Make it happen!! You will be a better human for 
it, I promise!!!!

Nathan Pry, M.S., ACSM-CPT, is the owner 
and fitness director at Sugar Mill Athletic Club and 
owns Amenity Fitness Consulting Group. Contact 
him at sugarmillathleticclub@gmail.com.

FIT TIP

“SPRING” Into 
Your Routine!

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT
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RUSSELL BEX
Age: 56
008: What do you do for exercise? Weight Training, HIIT, manual labor at my 
“hobby” farm.
008: Where do you work out? Red’s, of course!!
008: Are there any specific exercises or training machines you find especially 
effective. I switch around quite a bit, but I consistently incorporate a dynamic 
stretching routine to warm up, dumbbell exercises are a staple, bodyweight 
exercises, and then I rotate through various different machines.
008: Tell us about your diet. What kinds of food do you eat? Do you follow 
a certain diet plan? Really no specific diet. I avoid fried foods, fast foods, simple 
sugars, and carbonated beverages. I eat fish, lean meats, vegetables, fruit, and I love 
peanut butter! I make my own smoothies and I gobble down various protein bars 
throughout the day
008: Tell us about your skin care regimen. As I’m aging, I certainly see the value 
in a facial lotion. So, I do apply a men’s type of lotion to my face once a day. I take 
Vitamin D and try to consume foods that are high in antioxidants like blueberries, 
grapes, and of course – wine!
008: What do you do to alleviate stress? Prayer, working at my farm, cooking, 
working out at Red’s, enjoying the company of my chocolate lab Ollie, staying 
completely off of social media, and not watching the news.
008: What keeps you looking and feeling so young? What’s your secret? I love 
being active and love being outside. Once my feet hit the ground in the morning, 
I’m ready to go. I’m constantly challenging myself and setting personal goals. 
Humor / laughing is a big part of staying young. Just enjoying life and healthiness.

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT
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©2021 Abby Senior Living. Terms and restrictions apply. Talk with our Community Liaison for details.

independent living | assisted living | memory care A perfect blend of senior living options to fit your lifestyle in a one-of-

a-kind retirement community. Offering Independent Living cottages 

and apartments, single-story Assisted Living homes, specialty Memory 

Care, and a host of amenities and services, our resort-style  

community is surprisingly affordable. B Y  A B B Y  S E N I O R  L I V I N G

Lafayette, LA

337-806-8105

VincentSeniorLiving.com

CALL TODAY TO LEARN ABOUT SPECIAL SAVINGS!

WE ARE ACCEPTING NEW DEPOSITS! ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES HAVE RECEIVED  
BOTH DOSES OF THE COVID-19 VACCINE

Lafayette’s new favorite option in senior living

Now Leasing

LISA ORLANDO
Age: 55
008: What do you do for exercise? I play tennis, do Pilates, and go 
to Orange Fitness.
008: Where do you work out? Reds, Oakbourne, In Balance Pilates 
Studio, and Orange Theory
008: Are there any specific exercises or training machines you find 
especially effective? I do strength training at Orange Theory. 
008: Tell me about your diet. I follow the carnivore way of eating. 
My diet consists of animal foods and a few fruits. 
008: Tell me about your skin care regime. I keep a monthly 
appointment at Delatte Plastic Surgery and Skin Care. I use Obagi 
products morning and night. 
008: What kind of makeup do you use and why? I apply makeup 
every morning. My mascara is Lancôme Doll Lashes, eyeliner is Dior 
Black, lipstick is Mac and ILEA, and my blush is ILEA. I also use 
ILEA tinted sunscreen because it will make my skin look dewy. 
008: What do you do to alleviate stress? I meditate and use prayer.
008: What keeps you looking and feeling so young? What is your 
secret? I do strength training and stay active. I also credit Dr. Jeffery 
Joseph, Stacy Fiest at Dr. Delatte’s office, and my M.D. Ed Lafleur. 
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008 MAKEUP T IP 

Keeping Skin Fresh While Wearing a Mask
Since the pandemic began, 

many of us have been suffer-
ing from breakouts around the 
cheeks and jawline. I’ve gotten 
many questions about the best 
makeup to wear underneath a 
mask and skincare recommenda-
tions to help prevent ‘mask-ne’. 
Here are my tips on how to wear 
a mask while leaving your skin 
looking and feeling fresh.

LET’S START WITH 
YOUR SKIN
Skincare is vital to any makeup 

routine, but when you are also 
battling ‘mask-ne’ you want to take 
extra precaution from day to night.

I prep my client’s skin with La 
Mer Intensive Revitalizing Mask 
which helps protect the skin from 
environmental stressors that cause 
aging. Another great product is 
Toleraine Double Repair Facial 
Moisturizer with SPF by La 
Roche Posay.

THE BASE
I advise clients not to use 

foundation over the entire face 
when wearing a mask. Instead, 
use a concealer on areas that 
you need. Find a concealer with 
a drier texture for longevity. 
L’Oreal Infallible Full Wear Con-
cealer is not only full coverage, it 
is also waterproof. Be sure to set 
the concealer with a translucent 
powder. I love Laura Mercier’s. 
For a dewy finish, YSL Touche 
Eclat All Over Brightening Pen 
Highlighter can be applied to 
cheekbones, brow bones, and 
the inner corner of the eye. Ap-
plying primer by Laura Mercier 
Pure Canvas Primer Illuminating 
before the base will give the skin 
an extra glow. 

GIVE ME EYES
Accentuate your eyes by 

winging out the liner and load 
your lashes with voluminous 

mascara by L’Oreal Paris. Lash 
Paradise is my go-to mascara to 
achieve a doe-eyed look.  

DON’T POUT
Whilst your lips are hidden 

under your mask, avoid wearing 
cream products that will transfer 
onto your mask. Use a colored 
balm or lip stain. My picks are Dior 
Lip Maximizer Color Reviving Lip 
Gloss that comes in a variety of 
shades. For a bolder lip stain, NYX 
Shine Loud High Shine Lip Color 
has great staying power. 

CLEANSE
Remember to cleanse your 

skin leaving it revitalized and 
clear every day. Use a Hydrating 
Foam Cleanser by Cera Ve, which 
dissolves into the skin to remove 
makeup and dirt while preserv-
ing your natural oils. Then apply 
Effaclar Duo Acne Spot Treat-
ment by La Roche Posay to your 
problem areas.

Nadya Hartsook is a local 
makeup artist. She can be found 
on Instagram @nadyahart and on 
Facebook @Nadyahart #makeup-
bynadyahart. 

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT
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Check ups
Wellness exams

Sick visits
Minor surgical procedures

Gyn exams
Hormone replacement

Skin checksSkin checks
Laser skin revitalization

Tattoo removal

Laser hair removal
Facial aesthetics

Botox/Juvederm/Kybella 
Microneedling with SkinPen

Facials, Chemical peels, 
Dermaplaning
Skinny shots to Skinny shots to 

boost your metabolism 
and shed pounds and much more!

337-806-9161
AcadianaHealthandAesthetics.com

Main street in River Ranch 202 Rue Promenade Lafayette,LA 70508
Monday - Thursday 8a.m. - 4:30p.m. Friday 8a.m. - Noon

Gift Cards
Available

OUR GOAL IS TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR MEDICAL  
AND AESTHETIC NEEDS ALL IN ONE OFFICE!
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EDUCATED KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
WEIGHT LOSS STACKS

MASS BUILDING STACKS
PRE WORKOUT POWDERS

MALE TESTOSTERONE BOOSTERS

WOMEN’S HORMONE BALANCE
IMMUNE BUILDING, WELLNESS PRODUCTS

PROTEIN POWDERS
VITAMINS & HERBS

 AND MORE

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS IN BUSINESS
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SPRING
FASHION
2021 Look good 

day and night
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7602 Old Hammond Hwy  Baton Rouge   225-926-0121 • 225-926-0110
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102 Treehaven Blvd
Lafayette, La

 337-993-0209
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102 Treehaven Blvd
Lafayette, La

 337-993-0209
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102 St. Christopher St.
Lafayette, La

337-235-1555
maryellenstuxshop.com
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1907 Kaliste Saloom road
337-984-9933

Facebook.com/partnersltd

Partners’ Limited

Sweet Caroline
B O U T I Q U E

2722 Kaliste Saloom Road  |  Lafayette, La. 70508  |  337-408-8702
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Sweet Caroline
B O U T I Q U E

2722 Kaliste Saloom Road  |  Lafayette, La. 70508  |  337-408-8702
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2021 PARADE OF HOMES

A partnership of



1814 BERTRAND DR,  LAFAYETTE   |  337. 231.6332   |  WWW.MASSIMOEXOTIC.COM
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On behalf of the board of directors, membership, and staff of 
the Acadian Home Builders Association, I would like to extend a 
sincere THANK YOU for your interest in our 59th Annual Parade 
of Homes. We are honored to continue this tradition of showcasing 
some of Acadiana’s finest homes constructed at the hands of local, 
licensed contractors.

These are certainly some unusual times. With only two weeks un-
til the launch of our Parade of Homes last year at the announcement 
of a state-wide stay-at-home order, we transitioned our regularly 
scheduled event into a virtual tour. As with most everything that 
occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic, the virtual showcase was 
unchartered territory. Yes, it was new and it was different, but it was 
also innovative and uncovered opportunity.

In a time of uncertainty and fear, the virtual Parade of Homes 
provided entertainment and distraction. It offered individuals the op-
portunity to tour each home at leisure and as often as possible and it 
inspired current and future home owners.

An event such as the Parade of Homes is the collaboration of 
the efforts of many. The planning and details required to execute 
the Parade of Homes is essentially a year-round task. While we had 
hoped to present this year’s tour of homes in its traditional, on-site 
format, COVID and economic uncertainties once again necessitated 
the transition to a virtual event. 

We are excited to announce the launch of AHBA’s 2021 Parade 
of Homes, available beginning May 1st, at www.lafayetteparadeof-
homes.com. I personally invite and encourage you to tour each home 
and allow yourself the time that this virtual format permits to appre-
ciate the quality and craftsmanship on display. 

This year’s Parade of Homes features 22 newly constructed homes 
in various developments and price points, showcasing the latest trends 
in design, building materials, amenities, appliances and fixtures. 
Whether you are looking to buy, build or upgrade your current home, 
the Parade of Homes is the premiere event to begin your search. 

AHBA sincerely appreciates your participation in the Parade of 
Homes. Your continued support of this event promotes the housing 
industry in Acadiana and helps the local economy by highlighting 
local contractors and suppliers. When making the decision to hire a 
contractor for your dream home, remember – Build Local. Build Bet-
ter. Build with a Member.

We hope that you enjoy this year’s Parade of Homes. We can’t 
wait to SEE you (in person) for the 2022 event!

For further information about the Parade of Homes, contact the 
AHBA office at (337) 981-3053.

Sincerely,
Mark Ste. Marie
Ste. Marie Home Builders 
2021 Parade of Homes Chairman

MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIRMAN

Visit Coburn’s Kitchen & Bath Showroom today, and explore our new inventory of MTI bathtubs.

Bathtime
Just Got Bolder

310 Ridge Road  //  Lafayette, LA 70506

Monday – Friday 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM

(After-hours appointments are available)

(337) 981-6260

V I S I T  Y O U R  L O C A L  C O B U R N ’ S
K I T C H E N  &  B AT H  S H O W R O O M  T O D AY

CoburnShowroom.com/Lafayette
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315 S. College Rd., Ste. 101
Lafayette, LA 70503 

337-593-0344
securityla.com

title@securityla.com

BUILD LOCAL. BUILD BETTER.
BUILD WITH A MEMBER.

The Acadian Home Builders Association 
has a long history – a 60 year presence – and 
an outstanding reputation in the community. 
Our annual events are attended by thousands 
each year and allow us to continue our mission 
of promoting professionalism and ethical busi-
ness practices in the home building industry 
while providing quality housing that creates 
value for the homeowner and the community.

The current membership of AHBA includes 
726 companies, 257 of which are licensed, 
residential contractors. The remaining member 
companies are businesses which support the 
housing industry: everything from carpenters to 
cabinet makers, roofers, flooring suppliers, mort-
gage lenders, real estate sales professionals, etc.

When building or remodeling a home, 
it is important to remember to use a local, 
licensed contractor. Big box, out of state 
builders may offer lower home prices, but it is 
because they use national suppliers and often 
bring labor from other states. Their efficiency 
and price might make them appealing, but it 
can come with serious disadvantages.

HERE TO STAY
When you are looking to build or buy a 

new home, it is important to ensure the ser-
vices you require are performed by an expert 
who is familiar with the special building needs 
of Louisiana—hurricanes, high humidity, 
etc.—and here to stay long after the project 
is finished. Builder members of AHBA have 
businesses based in Acadiana, ensuring they 
can be easily reached years down the road if 
you have a question about your home. 

LICENSED, EDUCATED, INSURED
AHBA builder members are licensed by the 

Louisiana State Licensing Board for Contractors, 
and as such, they have passed a test certifying that 
they are knowledgeable about all facets of the 
home building process. Annually, builders must 
earn six hours of continuing education credits 
to maintain their understanding of the industry 
as well as their license. They do so by attending 
classes on building issues and techniques which 
are offered to them by AHBA and other Louisi-
ana home builder associations.

State licensed contractors are also required to 
carry workman’s compensation insurance as well as 
general liability, which protect you if any unfortu-
nate incident should happen on your project.

QUALITY IS BUILT IN
Building with local companies who adopt 

“value over volume” ensures higher quality, 
attention to detail, and more personal service. 
Smaller volume builders have time to person-
ally visit each job site on a regular basis and 
ensure installations are done correctly and to 
the home buyer’s specifications. They are also 
readily available to their clients, answering 
questions in a prompt fashion and developing 
close, lasting relationships.

GROWING OUR ECONOMY
Local builders use local suppliers for their 

materials and hire subcontractors who are also 
based in Acadiana. This means dollars spent 
in our community stay in our community, and 
jobs are created for our neighbors. 

Choosing the right builder is a very 
important and personal decision. When you 
are ready to construct your dream home, con-
sider the benefits of choosing a local builder 
who is a member of the Acadian Home 
Builders Association. For more information 
and a list of licensed contractors, visit: www.
acadianhba.com. 
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
GOLD SPONSORS

CENTERPOINT ENERGY
www.centerpointenergy.com

Headquartered in Houston, Texas, CenterPoint Energy is an energy delivery company 
with regulated utility businesses in eight states and a competitive energy businesses foot-
print in nearly 40 states. Through its electric transmission & distribution, power generation 
and natural gas distribution businesses, the company serves more than 7 million metered customers primarily in Arkansas, 
Indiana, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma and Texas. CenterPoint Energy’s competitive energy busi-
nesses include natural gas marketing and energy-related services; energy efficiency, sustainability and infrastructure mod-
ernization solutions; and construction and repair services for pipeline systems, primarily natural gas. With nearly 14,000 
employees and nearly $29 billion in assets, CenterPoint Energy and its predecessor companies have been in business for 
more than 150 years.

At CenterPoint Energy, we believe strong business performance is driven by sound strategy, strong execution, and solid 
values. We are committed to our core values of safety, integrity, accountability, initiative, and respect for customers, investors, 
employees and communities. For more information, visit CenterPointEnergy.com

DOUG ASHY BUILDING MATERIALS
www.dougashy.com 

 Doug Ashy Building Materials, founded by Doug and Claire Ashy in 1960, began ser-
vice to the Lafayette community with four employees and one delivery truck. The modest 
business of 1960 has grown to include two stores in Lafayette, a distribution center, and stores in Rayne, New Iberia, Ville 
Platte, and Breaux Bridge – covering the Acadiana area. As well as stores in Covington and Lake Charles. 

Doug Ashy, Sr., and his sons Doug Jr., Steve, and Ken, all respectfully retired, have continued to provide the building 
community with a full line of high quality products at a “one stop” shopping center. Recently, a third generation comprised 
of  D.J., Steven, Michael and Cullan Ashy are running the business to continue the dreams of Doug and Claire.

Doug Ashy Building Materials is proud to have a team of highly qualified professionals including full-time estimators, 
interior decorators, kitchen design experts, and a window and millwork specialist. Utilizing the latest technology, they can 
match colors, design decks, and layout kitchens. We also offer a decorating center with experts to assist you with all home 
needs and selecting flooring for every room of your home. Their delivery system – which uses boom trucks, lift trucks, 
forklift towing trucks, and millwork trailers – is further evidence of their commitment to their customers and guarantees that 
materials reach the jobsite timely and in good condition. All of these are an effort to offer the best service to the customer.

The team at Doug Ashy Building Materials believes that “service” is not just a word; it is what customers demand and 
deserve. Their job is not complete until the customer is completely satisfied.

Doug Ashy Building Materials continues to be heavily involved with trade associations to keep abreast of new items and 
changes in the industry. In addition to the Acadian Home Builders Association (AHBA), they also belong to the Lumber-
men’s Merchandising Corporation (LMC), which is the largest building materials buying group in the country. This allows 
them to buy quality materials in bulk and pass on the savings to the consumer.

MANUEL BUILDERS
www.manuelbuilders.com    

 Manuel Builders, LLC is not only known for its beautiful and function homes but 
also for its culture. Greg and Missy have built the company to rally around their core 
values of community, excellence and integrity and their teams take pride walking them 
out daily. Manuel Builders began 55 years ago, and at the age of 13, Greg began working with his father building homes 
in the Acadiana region. He then went into the army to follow his dream of flying and get his rotorcraft rating. When 
he got out of the service, he went back into his dad’s business of building homes and never looked back. Missy, with 
her background in counseling, noticed a gap in the construction industry. She saw that businesses only focused on the 
numbers and not on the culture or their people. She implemented the idea of organizational health into Manuel Builders 
and growth started to happen. Today they have 2 divisions, custom - building on your own property and development 
– buying or building in their communities. Manuel brings a positive homebuilding experience with their own in-house 
architects, design team, estimators, build team and service team. Currently Manuel Builders sits under the umbrella of 
Manuel Companies with their sister companies, Manuel Commercial and Manuel Custom Cabinets. They not only want 
to be a great place to work, but a great place to do business with. They believe that their people are some of the best in 
the industry and they want to provide a platform for them to use their God-given talents and abilities to thrive. Manuel 
Builders not only wants to be a light in the community but an example of a company that thrives inside and outside and 
they want to help others do the same.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
SILVER SPONSORS

ACADIANA GARAGE DOORS
www.acadianagaragedoors.com

Acadiana Garage Doors has been servicing the Acadiana area for over 30 years.  What 
was started as a small garage door company by Frank Urban out of his home in 1986, has 
become the premier garage door company of Acadiana. In 2006, Frank welcomed two new 
partners to his business, son Jonathan Urban and son-in-law Ty Greneaux. Today Acadiana Garage Doors now employs over 
20 people and has a state of the art showroom to assist customers with all their garage doors needs. We carry only the finest 
quality parts and have proven expertise in every phase of garage door selection, installation, maintenance and  service/repair, 
just to name a few. Providing excellent workmanship, a reliable product along with exceptional customer service has always 
been and still is the foundation of this family-owned company

ARROW TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL 
www.arrowtermiteandpestcontrol.com

Arrow Termite and Pest Control is a family owned and operated business since 1958. 
We have evolved from a termite focused company to also becoming experts in dealing with 
all kinds of other pests such as rodents, bedbugs, fleas, home pest control, mosquitoes, industrial and marine pest control, 
commercial pest control, and even Pest Control Attic Insulation. Arrow is the biggest industry leader in Louisiana when it 
comes to new construction termite and pest control. We are now proud to offer our services not just to Lafayette, but to all 
of Louisiana. Our goal is total customer satisfaction by maintaining a pest free environment in the Residential, Commercial 
and Industrial settings.  We guarantee that we will design and implement an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) plan specifi-
cally for each customer.  We also guarantee that we will research and implement new and better products that are on the 
market to provide even more comprehensive and environmentally friendly services.

FACETS OF LAFAYETTE 
www.facetshome.com      

 FACETS, a sister company to The Plumbing Warehouse/LCR, is owned by Hajoca 
Corporation, the nation’s largest privately-held wholesale distributor of plumbing, heating 
and industrial supplies. Developed from The Bath & Kitchen Showplace as a new brand name for specific showroom loca-
tions, FACETS commits to maintaining the respectable reputation that is a hallmark of Hajoca Corporation. With locations 
in 32 states, Hajoca Corporation represents the premier product lines in its industry. Through this relationship, FACETS 
and its related trade names are able to offer a large selection of inventory at competitive prices.

 FACETS showrooms offer a variety of luxury product, including an expansive selection of plumbing, hardware and ac-
cessories that combine beautiful form with modern functionality for every facet of your home or workplace.

 At FACETS, we’re committed to unparalleled customer service while offering high-quality bath and kitchen products 
from the best brands on the market. What sets us apart is our attention to detail, the quality time we spend getting to know 
you and learning your preferences, and our ability to anticipate your needs before you know you have them. Visit our brand 
new showroom located at 3201 Ambassador Caffery Parkway to view all the latest and greatest products available. Our team 
is eager to help you create a sleek and fashionable space. We look forward to visiting with you.

HOME BANK
www.home24bank.com      

For 111 years, Home Bank has opened doors for families as they grow. From humble 
beginnings in Lafayette as a building and loan to a full-service bank with the latest technologies, it’s been Home Bank’s mis-
sion to provide the solutions our customers need – whether it’s a new account or a loan for a new home. 

Our expert lenders are ready to help with options for first-time homebuyers or for those looking to build the home of 
their dreams. Home Bank NMLS# 483958 Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender”. 
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LAFAYETTE MARBLE & GRANITE 
www.lmgelite.com         

 Lafayette Marble & Granite has been doing business in Acadiana since 1973.  We pride 
ourselves in our fantastic customer service and product knowledge.  We travel the state taking 
on large commercial projects such as hospitals and hotels as well as residential projects big 
and small.  We are equipped to handle new construction and remodels of any size.   

Our cultured marble facility is the largest in the Gulf South.  Cultured marble allows you 
a low maintenance shower and vanity option that is also budget friendly.  It will last for many 
years to come and our custom colors can be matched to any décor.    

Using Lafayette Marble & Granite allows you one stop shopping for your material, fabrication and installation. Choose 
from our large selection of natural stone, including over 130 colors onsite.  We offer granite, quartz and quartzite as well as 
other specialty stones.  Our unique pricing allows you to pay for only the square footage that you need.  We use advanced 
production technology which allows for a clean and professional installation.  

We take great pride in our work and love to help people make their dream home a reality. Contact us to begin building 
your dreams today!

M&M GLASS COMPANY 
www.mmglass.net 

In 1984, Robert Mitchell had a mission: to provide South Louisiana with the best show-
er doors at the most affordable price with lightning-quick service. As a team, Mr. Bob and 
his son-in-law Chris Van Pelt transformed M&M Glass Company into the region’s premiere 
provider for shower doors, custom mirrors, and specialty glass work.

With the same principles of affordability and speed, we’ve expanded our product line, developed our technical skills, and 
built an outstanding team.  Every day, we dispatch all over South Louisiana to bring you the highest quality glass and mir-
ror.  While our specialties are heavy glass frameless showers and custom framed mirrors, we offer many other products and 
services that we hope you’ll explore.

We believe in 100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, which goes far beyond simply providing excellent customer service.  
We stand behind absolutely everything that we do, and we want to know if there are any improvements we can make to 
exceed your expectations.  We are committed to proactively and strategically making the most of our experience, knowledge, 
and resources to make your experience with us truly noteworthy.  We know that customer service is an art form – and this 
process is what fuels and supports our unparalleled craftsmanship.

PROSOURCE OF ACADIANA 
www.prosourcewholesale.com 

The Acadiana style is unique and dynamic. With traditional and southern influences 
peppering the latest trends, the Lafayette market is a hatchery for classic spins on new 
ideas and fresh twists on traditional standards. Our Home Design projects are no 
exception!

When building or remodeling a home, the decisions you make selecting finishes such as flooring, natural stones, and cabi-
nets come together to create the spaces that make a house a home. ProSource of Acadiana has brought the widest selection 
of products and finishes to Lafayette’s doorstep. The team assembled in Broussard brings more than 25 years of combined 
homebuilding experience in Lafayette - with strong ties to the AHBA and the building community.

ProSource Wholesale Flooring is a family-owned company with strong Acadiana partnerships and a vision for growth. 
ProSource Wholesale is the nation’s largest wholesale supplier for home improvement and construction professionals, offer-
ing pricing guarantees and expert guidance selecting flooring, cabinets, and countertops. Each person who walks through the 
door is will be paired with a dedicated account manager to ensure specialized service for their unique needs. The Broussard 
showroom has been customized and curated to show you the latest trends, paired with timeless classics – streamlining your 
decision making process. Feel overwhelmed when you walk into a big box store? At ProSource you’ll receive guidance and 
care to make your selection process seamless and fun. And all of this comes at the guaranteed best price!
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Always Building…  
Our communities, Our agents, 

Our commitment to Our clients

Congratulations to AHBA & our 
Local Builders for another 

successful Parade of Homes Showcase

2000 Kaliste Saloom Road | Suite 101 
Lafayette, LA 70508 | 337.233.9700
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Moe Alghubari  |  337-852-8411  |  moe@acadianahomebuilders.com

Moe Alghubari with Acadiana Home Builders is building gorgeous luxury 
homes in the gated Greyford Estates. His most recent project is a French Pro-
vincial design approximately 3,600 square feet by Zaunbrecher Design. This 
incredible home features 3 spacious bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, a huge bonus 
room with a bathroom AND an office. Moe’s craftsmanship and attention to 
detail are apparent as you notice beautiful custom arches, antique beams, 
and custom cabinets by Danenberg Design. The outdoor patio and kitchen 
overlook a beautiful ½ acre lot with an incredible kitchen and fireplace. One 
of the most outstanding features is the enormous RV garage to house your RV, 
boat, or outdoor toys. Moe always incorporates amenities that he cannot live 
without, storage and space for entertaining. As a bonus, professional design 
and decorating selection services are offered free of charge by the builders’ 
wife, Missi Keeton. Come see another magnificent home by Moe Alghubari, 

and Acadiana Home Builders.
About the Builder: Acadiana Home Builders professional reputation is 

designing with the client in mind. Under-promising and over-delivering on 
quality & a beautiful finished product are at the utmost importance. Keeping 
an eye on deadlines and coming in under budget are key in this volatile 
market we are in. Moe Alghubari & his wife Missi Keeton collaborate his 
project management skills with her eye for design. Together they enjoy build-
ing friendships with their clients as they carry out building their beautiful home. 
Moe takes pride in his attention to detail and enjoys working with clients in the 
early architectural stages.  Missi is also a mortgage lender at Approved Mort-
gage and has often helped clients with their dream of homeownership.  Moe 
is a member of Acadian Home Builders Association, Louisiana Home Builders 
Association as well as the National Association of Home Builders.

1

207 Greyford Drive  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Greyford Estates

Acadiana Home Builders showcases another breathtaking luxury home 
in the Audubon Plantation community. This exquisite home was built with the 
highest attention to detail. The living space boasts over 5,400 square feet, its 
space includes 5 spacious bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms, a bonus room with cus-
tom bunkbeds, and an office built for the most elite professional. Heart-stirring 
details include; beautiful European Antique doors, floor to ceiling windows, 
exquisite antique beams, and custom cabinetry by Danenberg Design. 
Outside features include a 3-car garage, excess amounts of storage, and a 
patio that was built of entertaining. The patio is relaxation ready and includes 
an outdoor cooking space, a cozy fireplace, and a swanky bar. This exciting 
outdoor retreat, overlooks an incredible pool and ½ acre lot, giving you, your 
family, and your guests all of the space you will need for a good night and a 
great life. As a bonus, professional design and decorating selection services 
are offered free of charge by the builders’ wife, Missi Keeton. Come see an-

other magnificent home by Moe Alghubari, and Acadiana Home Builders.
About the Builder: Acadiana Home Builders professional reputation is de-

signing with the client in mind. Under-promising and over-delivering on quality 
& a beautiful finished product are at the utmost importance. Keeping an eye 
on deadlines and coming in under budget are key in this volatile market we 
are in.  Moe Alghubari & his wife Missi Keeton collaborate his project man-
agement skills with her eye for design. Together they enjoy building friendships 
with their clients as they carry out building their beautiful home.  Moe takes 
pride in his attention to detail and enjoys working with clients in the early 
architectural stages.  Missi is also a mortgage lender at Approved Mortgage 
and has often helped clients with their dream of homeownership.  Moe is a 
member of Acadian Home Builders Association, Louisiana Home Builders As-
sociation as well as the National Association of Home Builders.

Moe Alghubari  |  337-852-8411  |  moe@acadianahomebuilders.com

2

301 Tasvo Trail  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Audubon Plantation
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Chris Hampton  |  337-281-4030

Chris Hampton, with Acadiana Dream Home, vision, manifested! From 
creation to execution, this gorgeous custom-built home speaks volumes in every 
detail. Ceilings up to 13-feet help breathe life into the walls of this 3,300 sq ft, 
4-bedroom, 3.5 bath, home-office and pool. Welcome your guests into the foyer 
adorned with a marble and wood in-lay herringbone designed floor pattern. It 
opens up to an inviting separate dining area with coffered ceilings and a decora-
tive accent wall. Open concept living help pair this designer decorated living room 
with gas fireplace and custom floating shelves accented with Gabby Lighting. Your 
eyes are immediately drawn to a stunning outside view of the pool as the water 
glistens from the sunlight. An antique wood beam separate your living room and 
kitchen. Cook gourmet meals in this kitchen equipped with high end Thermador 
appliances: stainless steel 48” gas range w/ 6 burners and griddle, microwave, 
refrigerator and wine tower. Separate walk-in pantry, wine bar and humidor. This 
split floor plan offers a private master suite with a luxury spa bath. Separate sink 
vanities including an additional glam vanity, standalone tub and huge walk-in 
shower equipped with 2 heads. Step into a master dream closet with shelving to 
display shoes, handbags, etc. with private jewelry storage. On the opposite side of 
this home lies 3 bedrooms, one inclusive of a private suite. We didn’t forget about 

our furry four-legged babies! This home host a private retreat fit for royalty with a 
custom wrought iron entry just for them. Upstairs houses your home office which 
has a custom desk for two that includes a hundred-year-old cypress desktop, 
additional storage and media closet. Parking made easy in a 2-car garage with 
added depth for golf cart parking. There’s a separate cabana equipped with 
outdoor kitchen, single burner cook top, gas grill and an additional wood burning 
fireplace. Pool is designed with state-of-the-art technology. Installed with The 
Caretaker System which eliminates unsightly vacuum units and cords.

About the Builder: Chris Hamption, a residential contractor with over 10 ears 
of custom home building experience in the Acadiana area. Originally from Mem-
phis, TN. Chris and his wife, Renisa relocated to Lafayette in 2006. He has over 
30 years with federal express where he manages and oversees daily operations 
at the Lafayette airport location. He began his custom home building his own per-
sonal homes then later branching out to help other Acadians pursue their dreams 
of homeownership. Over the years, he has quickly become a known builder in the 
Acadiana market. He prides himself on being transparent, his attention to detail, 
being cost effective and his hands-on approach throughout the building process.

3

308 Everett Ridge  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
The Vineyard

This transitional style home located in the heart of Lafayette is a Jarod 
Hebert original plan built by Brett Breaux of BECC and designed by Crissy 
Greene of Elle Design & Decor.  The 3278 of living space includes 4 bed-
rooms and 4 ½ baths with a total under roof square footage of 6258.  The 
many ceiling details, floor patterns, and creative design features give each 
room it’s own unique personality. A neutral color palette keeps this home 
timeless, warm, and inviting. The lighting in this home is exquisite, creating a 
perfect accent in each room. The exterior of this home is just as intriguing as 
the interior with it’s luscious landscaping and inviting pool. The screened porch 

creates a perfect atmosphere for southern entertaining. 
About the Builder: Brett J. Breaux is the owner of BECC Enterprises, LLC 

(a residential custom home contractor).  He is a member of the Acadiana 
Home Builders Association.  He is a lifetime resident of the Acadiana area and 
graduated from UL with a degree in Business Administration.  Brett has been 
married to his wife, Erin, for 19 years and have three children, ages 25, 17, & 
14. Combining his accounting background and years of custom home build-
ing, Brett is able to manage cost control and quality of construction ensuring 
the client receives homes that are truly “Built to Higher Standards”.

Brett Breaux  |  337-322-8800  |  www.becchomes.com

4

113 Belle Helene Court  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Eloi Plantation
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Kyle Braniff  |  337-593-8607  |  www.braniffconstruction.com

This 4237 square foot British Colonial 2 story Masterpiece has 5 bedrooms, 
4 baths, 2 half baths, and a 600 square foot media/playroom. As you approach 
the house ,The rich Spanish cedar door sets the tone, and is reminiscent of the 
Caribbean themed colonial style.  Decorative corbels on the second floor balcony 
columns repeats the detail.  The highly detailed herring bone porch floor sets the 
tone for the details of the interior.  The long foyer repeats the herring bone floor 
detail, and has a series of antique beams wraped wil 2 piece crown.  Passing 
the formal dining,  the foyer leads into the living room. Gaze upon the 26 foot tall 
coffered ceiling and fireplace.  To the left, through the antique beamed opening, is 
the custom chef’s kitchen, with antique beams on the ceiling, custom cabinets, pan-
eled Refrigerator and hidden pantry, and 48” Ilve Range.  The long hall towards 
the master suite includes access to an extra-large garage with climate controlled 
storage room, the half bath with access to the outdoor kitchen, a mudroom with 

custom lockers, and the Laundry room. The antique door at the end of the hall 
opens into the master foyer, with access to the cathedral celing master bedroom, 
the outdoor kitchen, and hidden access to the master closet.  The 660 square foot 
outdoor kitchen and living area, covered with exquisite shellstone, has a wood 
burning Isokern fireplace, with antique brick hearth and antique beams, and the 
outdoor kitchen has a 36” Firemajic Grill, BBQ EGG, and  Power Burner against 
the wall, and, a refridgerator, Icemaker, and custom sink in the island. 

About the Builder: Kyle Braniff is the owner of Braniff Construction LLC 
and is a residential and commercial contractor, home builder, and an outdoor 
living specialist. Having 34 years of hands on construction experience, an 
artistic eye for detail, and an education in art and architecture makes Kyle 
uniquely qualified as a custom home builder, making Braniff Construction your 
go to source for all of your construction needs.

5

104 Sonoma Way  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
The Vineyard

CA Homes 2021 Parade Home falls in line perfectly with their mission 
to provide exceptional service and unparalleled value to customers locally, 
which they have done for 21 years! This stunning beauty was designed with 
close attention to detail and is filled with custom amenities and beautiful 
millwork that have been meticulously coordinated. The breathtaking exterior 
invites you into a cozy open floorplan that is perfect for entertaining. The 
exposed beams provide tons of character which is all complemented by an 
abundance of natural light. The living area opens to the phenomenal Chef’s 
kitchen that includes a large island, gas stove, custom hood, granite counter-
tops, custom backsplash, and more. The master suite has its own wing to pro-
vide optimal privacy. The spa like bath includes a free-standing tub accented 
by a gorgeous niche and custom surround, walk in shower, walk in closet, and 
direct walk through to the utility. Upstairs, there are two bedrooms, a bath, 
and a huge full height walk in attic! From the garage, walk into a mud area 
designed to hide the clutter. The large patio with custom ceiling has plenty of 
space for entertaining. The outdoor kitchen has a gas grill, sink, mini fridge, 

and a beautiful gas log fireplace for your tv. If you are looking for a breath-
taking home with unmatchable storage, this is it!  You don’t want to miss out on 
this jaw dropping quality-built home in a beautiful and convenient location! 

About the Builder: Brian Clement is the owner of CA Homes, LLC and is 
the owner of the parent company Austin-Clement Enterprises (ACE). He has 
been building homes, developing subdivisions and doing commercial projects 
in and around Acadiana for the last 21 years. He is armed with a finance 
degree from ULL and an extensive banking background. Brian did not miss a 
step when taking over the reins from Mr. Bob Austin. He guided CA Homes, 
LLC and ACE into the age of modern technology and advancement. He is a 
member of the Acadian Home Builders Association and serves on their Board 
of Directors. He also serves on the Board of Zoning Adjustment (BOZA). 
Brian’s “no-nonsense” appeal and strong sense of family values are evident 
when providing Acadiana’s residents with homes and neighborhoods best 
suited for their lifestyles.  Along with his wife, Janet Austin Clement, and their 
beautiful daughters, Brian is proud to be a part of this solid community.

Brian Clement  |  337-269-9362  |  www.austinclement.com

6

206 Fawn Crest  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Walkers Village, Phase II
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Corey Simon  |  www.cjscustombuilders.com

Built by CJS Custom Builders, this house combines traditional and modern 
materials, such as painted brick, white oak cabinets and gold accents. This 
all-painted exterior presents an updated farm style home with a front porch 
and Bermuda shutters. Upon entering this home you’ll enjoy the spacious 
living room complete with white oak flooring, custom built in cabinetry and 
a wallpapered accent wall. The well appointed kitchen features Thermador 
appliances, quartzite counters and full backsplash for a spectacular cooking 
and entertaining experience. The master suite is finished with wallpaper, 
custom shades, beautifully designed shower and maximum storage. A Jack 
and Jill bathroom complete the junior bedrooms, making it great for families 
and individuals alike. The outdoor living and easy to care for yard, situated 
on a corner, alley loaded lot in The Vineyard subdivision make this home even 

more appealing. The detail of the millwork, natural stone, specialty lighting 
and cabinetry throughout this home add to the elegant flare and casual, invit-
ing atmosphere. This is a home not to be missed.  

About the Builder: Corey Simon is the owner of CJS Custom Builders, 
LLC and specializes in residential custom homes. Corey was born and raised 
in the Lafayette area. He earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Business 
Administration from USL “UL” in 1997. He is a member of the Acadian Home 
Builders and the Louisiana Home Builders. Corey works closely with design 
professionals, including top architects, craftsmen and suppliers to build homes 
that will provide the client with personal enjoyment and excellent investment 
value for years to come. 

7

305 Vineyard Way  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
The Vineyard

This European inspired cottage, built by Corey Simon of CJS Custom 
Builders, is nested in Lafayette’s premier development, “The Vineyard”. Corey 
Simon has collaborated with designers to create this charming 2691 S/F, 4 
bedroom, 3 bath beauty.

The all painted façade is complemented with an antique wood front door, 
bronze windows, and a unique chimney pot. The interior is equally delightful 
with its salvaged wood doors and accents on cabinetry and ceilings, and a 
wrap around view of the custom patio.  Beautiful European oak floors and 
nostalgic tilework complete the look. Overall, this home is comfortable and 

functional, ideal for family living and friendly gatherings. Step inside!
About the Builder: Corey Simon is the owner of CJS Custom Builders, 

LLC and specializes in residential custom homes. Corey was born and raised 
in the Lafayette area. He earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Business 
Administration from USL “UL” in 1997. He is a member of the Acadian Home 
Builders and the Louisiana Home Builders. Corey works closely with design 
professionals, including top architects, craftsmen and suppliers to build homes 
that will provide the client with personal enjoyment and excellent investment 
value for years to come. 

Corey Simon  |  www.cjscustombuilders.com

8

303 Vineyard Way  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
The Vineyard
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1505 Eraste Landry Road
Lafayette, LA 70506

337-234-2319
www.unitedtilelafayette.com

Porcelain   Hardwood   Carpet
Luxury Vinyl Tile & Plank

Come Come walk on our floors and choose yours. 

United Title of  Lafayette
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Corey Simon  |  www.cjscustombuilders.com

CJS Custom Builders, in collaboration with Jarod Hebert Architect and 
Decor des Amis, are proud to present this beautiful Traditional Home. Located 
in Vintage Park, this 3247 s/f home features 3 bedrooms, 3 baths & (2) 1/2 
baths. The attention to detail and superior craftsmanship makes this home 
parade worthy. See for yourself why Corey Simon is a name you can trust to 
build your dream home!

About the Builder: Corey Simon is the owner of CJS Custom Builders, 

LLC and specializes in residential custom homes. Corey was born and raised 
in the Lafayette area. He earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Business 
Administration from USL “UL” in 1997. He is a member of the Acadian Home 
Builders and the Louisiana Home Builders. Corey works closely with design 
professionals, including top architects, craftsmen and suppliers to build homes 
that will provide the client with personal enjoyment and excellent investment 
value for years to come. 
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312 Opus One  |  Broussard, LA 70518
Vintage Park

Heritage Home Builders has created a beautiful lake front show-stopper! 
Quality and charm can be felt from the moment you step inside this 4-Bed-
room, 3-Bath single story home located in Youngsville! The well-appointed 3 
way split open floor plan features a brick fireplace, a walk-in pantry, open 
dining area, a laundry room with a sink, and spacious storage. The kitchen is 
designed for both beauty and function and includes: goose neck wall lights, 
an apron front sink, gas range, solid surface counter tops, and custom cabi-
nets. A private master suite includes: a cathedral ceiling, separate bathroom 
vanities & linens cabinets, freestanding tub, custom tiled shower, private toilet 
closet and a spacious master closet. Relax and entertain from the outdoor liv-
ing area with beautiful lake views complete with a grilling kitchen. Let us show 
you why “There is no home like a Heritage Home!”

About the Builder: Heritage Home Builders was founded in 1992 and 
has been an active member of both the Acadiana Home Builders Association 

and Louisiana Home Builders Association. Heritage works to maintain a team 
approach for their staff and subcontracted team. The company is a residential 
custom and speculative home building firm that is devoted to quality and cus-
tomer satisfaction above all else. Heritage implements logistics software that 
ensures both the field and the office has consistent communication at all stages 
of construction. What truly sets Heritage apart is their staff. Heritage employs 
an Operations Manager, a Field Superintendent, and an Office Manager to 
ensure all builds are quality driven, efficiently ran, and on schedule.

Now, just as it was at the beginning, the mission of Heritage Home Build-
ers remains the same: To construct top-quality custom homes using the highest 
standards of construction. The concept worked in 1992 and continues to work 
in 2020. At 28 years and counting, Heritage Home Builders has been and 
will continue to be one of Lafayette’s premier home builders. There is NO 
home like a Heritage Home!

William LeBlanc  |  www.heritagehomebuildersla.com
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216 Big Lake Run  |  Youngsville, LA 70592
Détente Lakes
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Looking to
give your clients
that lightbulb
moment?

Brighten up your online
presence with Firefly Marketing.
marketwithfirefly.com • 337.269.0299 

Heritage Home Builders has created an inviting Modern Craftsman styled 
home graced by a soothing color pallet. Designed by Archetect Jarod A. 
Herbert, The floorplan features: 3-way bedroom split, Open living-kitchen & 
dining space, private master suite, spacious outdoor living with grilling kitchen, 
and a welcoming front porch!

Soft gold fixtures and paneled dining room walls set the tone for this 
well-appointed design. The kitchen includes a 36’’ gas range, floor to ceiling 
cabinets, quartz countertops and apron front sink overlooking the rear yard. 
The living room is luminated with natural light and adorned with a cathedral 
ceiling and fireplace with flanking glass doored built-ins. The master suite 
features: wood ceiling, barn hung doors, a free-standing tub with an inlayed 
tile rug, custom tiled shower, 10 ft vanity with a knee space and custom closet. 
Beautiful millwork, hard surface flooring, custom cabinets, 3cm countertops, 
designer lighting, and custom mirrors can be found throughout the home.  

About the Builder: Heritage Home Builders was founded in 1992 and 

has been an active member of both the Acadiana Home Builders Association 
and Louisiana Home Builders Association. Heritage works to maintain a team 
approach for their staff and subcontracted team. The company is a residential 
custom and speculative home building firm that is devoted to quality and cus-
tomer satisfaction above all else. Heritage implements logistics software that 
ensures both the field and the office has consistent communication at all stages 
of construction. What truly sets Heritage apart is their staff. Heritage employs 
an Operations Manager, a Field Superintendent, and an Office Manager to 
ensure all builds are quality driven, efficiently ran, and on schedule.

Now, just as it was at the beginning, the mission of Heritage Home Build-
ers remains the same: To construct top-quality custom homes using the highest 
standards of construction. The concept worked in 1992 and continues to work 
in 2020. At 28 years and counting, Heritage Home Builders has been and 
will continue to be one of Lafayette’s premier home builders. There is NO 
home like a Heritage Home!

William LeBlanc  |  www.heritagehomebuildersla.com
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302 Harvest Creek Lane  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Green Farms

SERVING SURROUNDING
LAFAYETTE AND ACADIANA

POOL CLEANING AND SERVICE DAILY
7 DAYS A WEEK

RESIDENTIAL
& COMMERCIAL
EXPERIENCED

& PROFESSIONAL
GGUARANTEED TO BEAT ALL PRICES

LuLu ’s

Call us today ! 337-315-6122
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337-443-9800
420 RICHLAND AVE., SUITE 100

LAFAYETTE LA 70508
WWW.GENGROUPHOMES.COM

Built by Jeff Wood Construction in the demanding new phase of Brook-
shire South, this spacious 4-bedroom/3-bathroom home was architecturally 
designed by Trahan Architecture with interiors by April Guillory Design. The 
home possesses a refreshed, European-inspired aesthetic created through use 
of materials such as cypress beams, marble slab fireplace surround, wood 
wainscot details, and cerused oak wood flooring. Timeless and elegant yet 
livable, it is the ideal space for leisure or entertainment. Other features include 
abundant windows, custom cabinetry, and designer light fixtures. The ameni-
ties continue with a stylish butler’s pantry, thoughtful built-ins throughout, and 
a completely outfitted outdoor living space and cooking area. The huge lot, 
landscaped yard, and garage with ample storage will leave you wanting for 

none. As always, Jeff’s craftsmanship and attention to detail are apparent 
throughout all 3,217 square feet of this wonderful home. It’s a must see!

About the Builder: Jeff Wood has called Lafayette home for nearly 22 
years. He is a proud father of three with a love for family and home building. 
Jeff takes great pride in every home that he builds and tries to give each 
homeowner something they can be proud to own. Because of extremely close 
attention to detail and a highly qualified team of contractors, Jeff has a long 
list of satisfied customers. Building quality houses and maintaining a good 
reputation are the main goals of Jeff Wood Construction, LLC. Check out Jeff’s 
work online at www.jeffwoodconstruction.com.

Jeff Wood  | 337-319-1620  |  www.jeffwoodconstruction.com
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108 Winthorpe Row  |  Lafayette, LA 70503
Brookshire South
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Greg Manuel  |  337-981-5315  |  www.manuelbuilders.com

Welcome to Gable Crest. This Manuel Builders home features the beautiful 
Monique Farmhouse plan. The bright and open floor plan includes 1,875 
square feet of living space, 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. 

Through the Manuel Builders development division, you can either choose a 
move-in ready home or pick your lot and pick your plan in your favorite Manuel 
Builders’ community. The owners of this pre-sold home were able to select custom 
features like the Mont Blanc Snow Quartz countertops in the kitchen and bathrooms. 
Each Manuel Builders home in Gable Crest includes features like subway tile, a 
landscaping package and sodded yard, stainless steel appliances and more!

Gable Crest is a new community located in the desired Milton school dis-
trict. Nestled between Lafayette, Youngsville and Maurice, it has the feel of a 
small-town neighborhood, yet is still so close to all the shopping and entertain-
ment you’ll ever need. 

About the Builder: Manuel Builders, LLC is not only known for its beautiful 
and function homes but also for its culture. Greg and Missy have built the com-
pany to rally around their core values of community, excellence and integrity and 
their teams take pride walking them out daily. Manuel Builders began 55 years 
ago, and at the age of 13, Greg began working with his father building homes in 
the Acadiana region. He then went into the army to follow his dream of flying and 
get his rotorcraft rating. When he got out of the service, he went back into his dad’s 
business of building homes and never looked back. Missy, with her background 
in counseling, noticed a gap in the construction industry. She saw that businesses 
only focused on the numbers and not on the culture or their people. She imple-
mented the idea of organizational health into Manuel Builders and growth started 
to happen. Today they have 2 divisions, custom - building on your own property 
and development – buying or building in their communities. Manuel brings a posi-
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117 Gable Crest Drive  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Gable Crest

Welcome to Gable Crest. This Manuel Builders home features the beautiful 
Monique Farmhouse plan. The bright and open floor plan includes 1,875 square 
feet of living space, 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. 

Through the Manuel Builders development division, you can either choose a 
move-in ready home or pick your lot and pick your plan in your favorite Manuel 
Builders’ community. The owners of this pre-sold home were able to select 
custom features like the Mont Blanc Snow Quartz countertops in the kitchen 
and bathrooms. Each Manuel Builders home in Gable Crest includes features 
like subway tile, a landscaping package and sodded yard, stainless steel appli-
ances and more!

Gable Crest is a new community located in the desired Milton school district. 
Nestled between Lafayette, Youngsville and Maurice, it has the feel of a small-
town neighborhood, yet is still so close to all the shopping and entertainment 

you’ll ever need. 
About the Builder: Manuel Builders, LLC is not only known for its beautiful 

and function homes but also for its culture. Greg and Missy have built the com-
pany to rally around their core values of community, excellence and integrity 
and their teams take pride walking them out daily- today they have 2 divisions, 
custom - building on your own property and development – buying or building 
in their communities. Manuel brings a positive homebuilding experience with 
their own in-house architects, design team, estimators, build team and service 
team. They believe that their people are some of the best in the industry and they 
want to provide a platform for them to use their God-given talents and abilities 
to thrive. Manuel Builders not only wants to be a light in the community but an 
example of a company that thrives inside and outside and they want to help 
others do the same.

Bryan McLain  |  www.mclaincompanies.com

NEIGHBORHOODS • HOMES
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103 Tea Rose Drive  |  Broussard, LA 70518
Magnolia Trace
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Hancock Whitney Bank, Member FDIC and Equal Housing 
Lender. Loans and accounts subject to approval. Terms and 
conditions apply.

Ready to build? Talk to our experienced local lenders.

Ask about our One-Time Closing Construction-to-Permanent 
loan option, which covers both the construction loan and 
permanent financing.

• This loan can also be used to purchase and renovate 
an existing home, or to remodel your current home.

• We offer competitive rates and terms 
for loans up to $2 million.

• You can lock in your permanent rate at the time of 
application—available on a variety of our loans.

Michele Abshire
337-235-1557
NMLS# 699387

Reenae Guillory
337-230-0595
NMLS# 833233

Jason Kennemer
337-552-1440
NMLS# 416710

hancockwhitney.com/mortgage

Give us a call, 
and let’s get started.

Lauren Stimpson  |  www.overtonbuilt.com

Welcome to 202 Harvest Creek Lane, a beautiful home in Green Farms. The 
gated neighborhood has pasture styled green space, a pavilion, fenced playground, 
and lighted walking paths around the 2 lakes. This modern farmhouse style home 
was designed with attention to detail, quality craftsmanship, and custom, high-end 
finishes. With 2335 living square feet (3471 under roof), this home includes 4 
bedrooms, 3 baths and an office, a drop station, large front and rear covered 
patios, 2 fireplaces, outdoor kitchen, outdoor storage, open and split concept, 
why would you look anywhere else?

The open living room, dining room, and kitchen provides for amazing bright, 
natural lighting. Kitchen will feature high-end appliance package (Thermador/
Bosch), a large island, a wall oven, walk in pantry and custom cabinetry. Dining 
room has a perfect nook to fit your furniture piece and double doors that go out to 
the large L shaped patio. Patio has a fireplace, outdoor kitchen with grill and sink, 
and an outdoor storage area. The primary suite which also has a nook for your 
large dresser or table and reading chair. Primary bath will have a soaking tub, 
large walk in shower, separate sinks with knee space and a large walk in closet. 

The spare bedrooms are split from the primary wing of the home and large closets. 
Other amenities include: slab granite and marble countertops, custom cabinets, 
under mounted sinks, wood and tile flooring throughout- no carpet! 

About the Builder: Overton Homes is one of Acadiana’s premiere residen-
tial builders.  We are dedicated to providing quality homes and excellent client 
satisfaction with transparent communication. We create individual partnerships 
with each of our customers to make the entire building process a positive experi-
ence. Classic design features and close attention to detail is what sets Overton 
Homes apart. We select high-end, timeless finishes that our clients will enjoy for 
years to come. Lauren Overton Stimpson, was born and raised in Lafayette, LA 
and is a graduate of UL. She is married to Craig Stimpson and they have two 
daughters: Caroline and Madelyn. 

Lauren works with Architect Jarod Hebert to create plans that incorporate South-
ern style and Cajun charm that are designed with practicality and functionality.

Lauren has built homes in many Acadiana neighborhoods. Please contact Erin 
Saltzman to find the right home to fit all of your family’s needs. 
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202 Harvest Creek Lane  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Green Farms
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Jeffery Brown  |  337-780-1485

This beautiful home by Prestige Custom Homes sits in the residential subdivi-
sion of Cypress Gardens, conveniently located adjacent from Youngsville Sports 
Complex. This stunning three Bedroom two bath 1806 sq. ft. living, split plan has a 
small office area prefect for those who work from home!  This home will feature slab 
granite, beautiful crown molding, customs ceilings, custom cabinets and many other 
custom finishes!! This beauty will have a custom shower, freestanding tub with his 
and her vanities! To complete the beautiful landscaping, home is fenced yard with a 
large outdoor living space to include gas grill, sink, mini fridge and wood-burning 
fireplace. Cypress Gardens Subdivision includes community pool, Gazebo and 
walking track. We look forward to meeting you!

About the Builder: Jeff Brown and his wife Lea are the owners of Prestige Cus-
tom Homes. Jeff Brown has over 16 years of experience in commercial renovations; 

with this experience he has transition into residential building. He has been a resident 
in the Acadian area over 27 years and is a member of Acadiana Home Builders As-
sociation. Jeff and his wife Lea take great pride in each home they build, which gives 
each client a very personal and unique experience. Joining the team this year is their 
son Jeffery III. Jeffery graduated  from UL in 2016 with a degree Industrial Technol-
ogy and has gained five years experience in project management. During the last 
five years he has also had the opportunity to work alongside Prestige’s experienced 
team members, developing new ideas/solutions for future projects. No client request 
is too big or small when it comes to building their dream home. We pride ourselves 
with our hands on approach and we listen to customer; it gives us great joy and 
fulfillment when we transfer ownership of our homes to the new buyer.  If you are in 
the market to build a custom home we look forward to helping you accomplish it.
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301 Cypress View Drive  |  Youngsville, LA 70592
Cypress Gardens

New construction by Prestigious Home Builders in Lafayette’s newest private 
gated community, Green Farms Subdivision. Luxury living at its finest, 205 
Apple Wood Crossing has been designed with close attention to detail and with 
comfort and elegance in mind.  Beautifully dressed with brick accents, exposed 
beams, wood flooring, porcelain tile & designer light fixtures, this stunning 
4 bedroom, 3 bathroom home is loaded with top of the line custom finishes 
throughout. Guests are greeted by a charming foyer entrance and welcomed 
into a spacious, open living area filled with walls of windows and views of the 
back patio. You will fall in love with the bright farmhouse-style kitchen offering 
beautiful quartz counters, custom cabinetry, a huge island/breakfast bar, apron 
sink, high-end Bosch appliances and a large walk-in pantry. 

The master en suite offers a spacious bed & bath layout with a beautiful free-
standing tub, custom shower, dual sinks, vanity and a large walk-in closet with 
island and custom shelving. Floor plan also features a guest bed & bath suite PLUS 
a home office, and a great sized utility room with sink and large storage closet. 

The outdoor living area will easily be one of the most popular spots in the 
house with the cozy wood burning fireplace and outdoor kitchen with snack 
bar! Extra storage space is located in the back of the house in the large double 

door storage room. This property also offers a wide backyard that is large 
enough to fit a pool or to just simply enjoy with easy maintenance. (Pool render-
ings designed specifically for this homesite are available upon request!)

This exquisite new build is valued at $658,754. It includes 2,902 living 
square feet and a total of 4,322 square feet under roof. 

Green Farms subdivision is a new exclusive community that offers two 
gated entrances, lighted walking paths, a fenced playground, tranquil ponds 
and beautiful green common areas! Conveniently located off of Tolson Road, 
providing quick & easy access to Camellia Blvd, Kaliste Saloom and all of the 
wonderful new restaurants, hospitals and shopping developments Lafayette has 
to offer! The perfect setting to call home. Make this one yours.

About the Builder: Prestigious Home Builders LLC was established by Ray 
Mitchell in Lafayette Louisiana. Since 2006 Ray has  built over 100 custom 
homes in the Lafayette and surrounding areas. Prestigious Home Builders is a 
custom and speculative home building company that is passionate in providing 
the Lafayette community with beautiful homes that last a lifetime. He and his wife 
Lindsey originally from West Virginia, moved here in 2006. Since then Louisiana 
has become a wonderful home to raise their two boys, Leo and Lucas. 

Leonard "Ray" Mitchell, II  |  www.prestigioushomebuilders.net
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205 Applewood Crossing  |  Lafayette, LA 70508
Green Farms
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337.313.4178 | WWW. MMGLASS.NET

Largest Showroom in Louisiana

Residential and Commercial 
installations and repairs

www.acadianagaragedoors.com   7040 Johnston Street Lafayette, LA 70503  337-981-3670    Mon - Fri: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
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Bill & Lisa Schoeffler  |  337-739-8418  |  www.schoefllerbuilthomes.com

Another beautiful home, brought to you by AHBA’S, 2019 “Builder of the 
Year”, Schoeffler Built Homes.  It is a charming contemporary farm style, 3 Bed, 2 
Bath, 1898 sq ft of living.  Upon entering the home, you get that warm comfortable 
feeling leading you straight to the heart of the home.  The kitchen is bright with 
custom cabinets, leather granite countertops, upper and lower cab lighting, and 
gas stainless appliances.  As with all Schoeffler Built Homes there is a gorgeous 
furniture style 8ft island for family gatherings and the sharing of great food and 
cherished conversations.  The energy-efficient windows bring in an abundance 
of natural light with high ceilings, beautiful crown moldings, exposed beams, and 
ship lap throughout.  And with the homes neutral color palette it gives that farm-
house feel.  The primary master suite is spacious with large windows, that leads to 
a personal bathroom oasis with dual vanities a large free-standing tub, and a tiled 
walk-in shower to soothe the stresses of the day away.  Outside is a large covered 

back patio, with a gas fireplace, TV Cabinet and outdoor grilling area to enjoy. 
About the Builder: Bill Schoeffler and his wife Lisa are the owners of Acadiana 

Holdings, LLC and Schoeffler Built Homes. He currently serves as President on The 
Board of Directors for The Acadian Home Builders Association. Mr. Schoeffler has 
developed a true passion for home building.  He has 30+ years of experience in 
construction and has traveled the country learning different architectural styles and 
cultural influences.  He has done historic restorations, million-dollar homes and of 
course, beautifully crafted affordable homes.  The idea, says Mr. Schoeffler and 
his wife Lisa, is to make quality affordable and your builder accessible.  “Feel the 
quality, afford the luxury”, says a lot about who we are as builders. Acadiana is 
our home and we consider it an honor to be a part in making it home to all who 
wish to experience everything that it has to offer.
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412 Last Quarter Drive  |  Youngsville, LA 70592
Détente Lakes

Solis Builders has done it again with another beautiful home in Barrington 
Place. This 2021 Parade Home with 2,613 square feet of living space is sure 
to impress with triple split floor plan and plenty of room for the entire family 
(4 bedrooms and 3 full baths). As you tour the home, please take note of the 
custom detailed cabinetry and trim. This open concept with formal dining room 
will be a gourmet’s dream and the spacious spa-like master suite will bring 
years of relaxation and enjoyment. True Louisiana-style entertaining can take 
place on the extra-large back porch with complete outdoor kitchen. There is 
even room for your big-boy toys with tandem garage pull through! This is a 
complete package brought to you buy Shirlene and Rodney Bender of Solis 
Builders, Trahan Architecture and S Clare Design.

About the Builder: Shirlene and Rodney Bender, owners of Solis Builders 
of Louisiana. LLC have been involved in the construction business in Louisiana 

since 2007.  Prior to moving to Louisiana, Shirlene, a second-generation 
builder, was building custom homes in Central Wisconsin. Rodney retired 
from Law Enforcement in 2005 and joined the firm prior to moving South.  
After falling in love with the people and the culture in the Acadiana area they 
decided to bring their building experience to Lafayette.  

Shirlene and Rodney pride themselves in their ability to work with clients 
to make the home building process enjoyable while still providing a quality 
turnkey home in as little time as possible. They have extensive experience in 
custom homes from small basic starter homes to the large and elegant estates.  
They also take pride in commercial work, metal buildings, as well as additions 
and remodeling.  

If you ask them about the quality of their homes, they will tell you, “We 
build every home as if we were going to live in it.”  That says it all.

Rodney & Shirlene Bender  |  337-852-3628  |  www.solisbuilders.com
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209 Burning Oaks Road  |  Carencro, LA 70520
Barrington Place
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Rodney & Shirlene Bender  |  337-852-3628  |  www.solisbuilders.com

Welcome to this amazing home by Solis Builders featuring all the newest 
trends in design and color. As you arrive at your new home, you’ll notice the 
brick and stucco design while parking under the Porte Cochere, allowing you 
to bring your groceries directly into the kitchen and spacious pantry.

This beautiful split-plan home has a total of 4 bedrooms, a guest living 
area, a dedicated office, 3 full baths, and a powder room with outdoor ac-
cess. The luxurious master suite gives entrance to the spa-like elegance of the 
master bath, and a professionally designed closet which leads to the laundry/
craft room. All of this is in 3,977 square feet of living space! 

You will love the remarkable workmanship and attention to detail. The 
cathedral ceiling that spans the living area, and the large windows that allow 
an awe-inspiring view of the spacious back patio, will make you feel right at 
home.  Be sure to ask about all the “smart home” features built into the home.

The kitchen includes quartz counter tops, professional GE Profile ap-
pliances, and beautiful custom cabinets. Relax in the outdoor living area 
complete with kitchen, gas fireplace, and Television. There is plenty of storage 
throughout the home and in the oversized 2-car garage. 

About the Builder: Shirlene and Rodney Bender, owners of Solis Builders 
of Louisiana. LLC have been involved in the construction business in Louisiana 
since 2007.  Shirlene and Rodney pride themselves in their ability to work with 
clients to make the home building process enjoyable while still providing a 
quality turnkey home in as little time as possible. They have extensive experi-
ence in custom homes from small basic starter homes to the large and elegant 
estates. If you ask them about the quality of their homes, they will tell you, “We 
build every home as if we were going to live in it.”
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502 Greyford Drive  |  Lafayette, LA 70503
Greyford Estates

Welcome to another beautiful Custom home built by Ste Marie Home 
Builders, Inc. Designed by Trahan Architecture + Planning, LLC, Russell Trahan, 
Architect. This year’s Parade Home features a traditional Acadian style design 
located in an open Country setting. 

This home design is efficiently designed with 3,218 square foot of Living 
area and an overall total of 5,020 square feet under roof. The open floor plan 
concept incorporates a large living room, dining room & a kitchen designed 
to satisfy the needs of a gourmet cook, topped off with beautiful granite coun-
tertops, custom cabinets and hardware, & stainless-steel appliances. The living 
area overlooks an amazing patio, which includes a seating area, designed to 
entertain with an outdoor kitchen located directly off kitchen and living area. 
The master suite includes his & her vanities with granite countertops, custom 
shower, and an oversized tub, and a large walk-in closet with clothes pull-
downs, a built-in washer/dryer for Mom and Dad’s personal use.  

About the Builder: Mark Ste. Marie has over 35 years of experience as a 
residential and general contractor, his passion is building homes. Mark is well 
known for his attention to detail, creating homes that are beautiful, unique, and 
highly functional. He is actively present at every job site ensuring his custom-
ers receive a beautiful home built to the highest levels of craftsmanship. Tyler 
Thompson (son), is his superintendent, and the next generation of Ste Marie 
Home Builder’s Team, to take over the helm! 

Mark and Tyler credit life experience for molding into the builders of today. They 
values honesty, integrity, passion for the job, and most of all service to customers.  

Mark was awarded the 2018 Builder of the Year, Presently, Mark serves on 
the AHBA Board of Directors as Vice President and volunteered his time to help 
Coordinate the Home for the Holidays. Mark is an active developer, working to 
create new neighborhoods while providing lots to local builders. Visit a Ste Marie 
Home to see the difference, Ste Marie Homebuilders is a Name you can trust! 

Mark Ste. Marie  |  www.stemariehomebuilders.com
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301 Norris Road  |  Duson, LA 70529



502 Greyford Drive  |  Lafayette, LA 70503
Greyford Estates

L I V E  I N  O N E  O F  
O U R  C O M M U N I T I E S  

B U I L D  O N  Y O U R
O W N  P R O P E R T Y  

Baton Rouge

225.424.8600

Lafayette

337.981.5315

Lake Charles

337.240.9999

WWW.MANUELBUILDERS.COM

We don ' t  just want to bu ild a beaut iful

We don ' t  just want to bu ild a beaut iful

house for you,  we want to bu ild your home.

house for you,  we want to bu ild your home.

 

 

Y O U R  S O U T H  L O U I S I A N A  H O M E  B U I L D E R
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Smarter Home Security 
Specializing in:

Smart Home Security 
Automated Patio Screens
Home Automation 

Sound Systems
Home Theater
TV/Outdoor Speaker
Solutions

AcadianTotalSecurity.com 855.222.3426

The Gen Group Construction’s introduces 116 Oak Village Drive, your modern 
farmhouse with a traditional twist. Entering the front door from the relaxing front 
porch, you are greeted with 12 feet ceilings, antique wood beams, and a direct view 
of the one of the neighborhoods gorgeous passive parks. Off of the foyer is a super 
fun but classic powder room Lined with Schumacher’s Iconic Cheetah wallpaper 
and an acrylic and gold pedestal sink. Tucked beneath the stairs is a room that 
would make the perfect nursery or office with a full-size window and closet! 

Directly through the foyer you will enter the formal dining room with a classic bar 
setup, perfect for entertaining guests! The views out of the floor to ceiling windows 
of the gorgeous cocktail pool are hard to beat. You will enter the open kitchen and 
living space which features Coffered ceilings, a wood burning fireplace, and a wall 
of windows looking out to park. With an oversized island, waterfall granite, and 
white and gold appliances, this kitchen is where all of your memories will be made. 
Behind the kitchen is the luxurious master suite featuring an oversized free-standing 
tub, double vanity, and a walk-in closet. 

Upstairs you will find 2 spacious bedrooms and a full bathroom. The first 
bedroom includes a built-in desk space while the second bedroom has the most pre-
cious toy bin, doubling as a bench underneath the dormer window. The back patio 
includes a wood burning fireplace and outdoor kitchen, doubling as a second enter-
taining space. Come take a look at this stunning, modern, yet traditional, farmhouse! 

About the Builder: Licensed contractor, Charlie Genin of The Gen Group Con-
struction has always called Acadiana home. He attended the University of Louisiana 
at Lafayette, earning a B.S. in Marketing. After working in the oilfield as a financial 
analyst, Charlie found his way back to ULL’s graduate school to obtain his M.B.A., 
and it was during this time that Charlie began building homes with business partner 
and father-in-law, Robert Daigle. Today, The Gen Group’s brand continues to grow 
in the Acadiana area and beyond, through the combination of speculative homes, 
custom homes, and commercial construction. They guarantee to deliver their best 
quality for the price to their clients, because their clients are not just a number; they 
are friends, family, and members of the community they love. 

Charlie Genin  |  www.gengrouphomes.com

22

116 Oak Village Drive  |  Scott, LA 70583
West Village, Phase I
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ACADIANA’S
Construction Lending Team

G M FS  M O R T G A G E

we specialize in 
ONE TIME CLOSE

COSTRUCTION LOANS
INTERIM 

CONSTRUCTION LOANS
HOMESTYLE

RENOVATION LOANS

Jusin D.Frannie L. Aimia “Mimi” DoucetBrandi L. Stacey B.
NMLS #128546NMLS #1583839 NMLS #114899 NMLS #1704167NMLS #345611

3 37 . 4 5 6 . 3 5 8 0

gmfsmortgage.com/mimi
mimi@gmfslending.com

GMFS LLC is an Equal Housing Lender.  All mortgages are originated by GMFS LLC at 7389 Florida Blvd. Suite 200A Baton Rouge, LA 70806.  NMLS #64997. 
Branch is located at 1728 W. University Ave., Lafayette, LA 70506.  Branch NMLS #1183361. Products may not be available in all states. 

This advertisement is not a commitment to lend. All loans subject to credit approval.
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THINKING OF SELF CONTRACTING?
DID YOU KNOW?
It may be your dream – to build your own 

home...but to literally do it yourself is not as 
easy as it sounds. There is a mistaken idea that 
to hire a professional contractor to build your 
home will add inflated costs to your project. It 
is simply not true.

Your home is the single largest investment 
you will make in your lifetime. Do you have 
the expertise to make sure it will last? Do you 
really have the time to undertake a project 
which can be overwhelming and extremely 
time-consuming? What is your time and sanity 
worth to you?

Following are some aspects of self-contracting 
you might not have thought of which are impor-
tant to consider before you embark on a project 
you might not have the skills to do properly.

In the end, should you decide to hire a 
licensed, experienced, insured building profes-
sional—letting him/her have all the sleepless 
nights, frustration and headaches—call the 
Acadian Home Builders Association for some 
tips on hiring the best contractor for YOU.

 
FINANCING
Arranging & applying for a home construc-

tion loan can be quite involved and should be 
one of the first orders of business.

Even if you feel that you have enough cash 
to do the job, applying for a loan to allow for 
inevitable overruns due to increased materials 
costs or upgrading is always advised. Most 
mortgage companies will not lend on a home 
which has already begun construction in order 
to cover unanticipated costs.

As a self-contractor, some lenders will not 
lend you more than 80% of the projected cost 
of your home. House plans, specifications and 
an itemized list of documented costs and bids 
must be provided to the lender. In calculating 
costs, do not allow for “sweat equity,” as most 
lenders do not allow for that consideration.

 
INSURANCE
Do you know why a builder carries Builder’s 

Risk, General Liability and Workers’ Compensa-
tion insurance on all of his building projects? 
It’s because he knows what his liabilities are, and 
YOU, as a self-contractor, may have the same 
liabilities as a professional contractor.

 
BUILDER’S RISK
The mortgage holder will require this type 

of insurance, which covers the home materials 
only (no bodily injury, etc.). Upon completion 
of the home and closing of the loan, you will 
want to convert this to a homeowner’s policy. 
Your lender can explain.

 GENERAL LIABILITY
Your lender may or may not require this 

type of insurance, but as a self-contractor, the 
permit purchaser and the property owner, 
YOU are responsible for any third-party 
injuries which may occur on your property. 
Without the proper general liability protection, 
YOU will be held liable if anyone gets injured 
on the project, including children injured while 
playing on the job site when no one is there.

 
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
If you are not in the business of building 

homes, you may not be required to carry work-
ers’ compensation insurance. However, you 
should require any subcontractors – framers, 
plumbers, roofers, etc. – to present certifica-
tion of their own workers’ comp coverage. It is 
required by law that any subcontractor who em-
ploys any number of workers must carry workers’ 
compensation insurance. And, do not accept a 
release of injury in lieu of a sub having insurance. 
It may not be binding in a court of law.

There is a fine line between being an 
employer and a do-it-yourself-minded builder. 
Some national cases have ruled that, since 
the property owner was serving as their own 
general contractor and had the right to control 
the worker, they were employers and therefore 
liable for workers’ comp insurance. This 
presents a legal issue which property owners 
should be knowledgeable of.

 
PERMITS
Building permits and periodic inspections 

are required even if you are self-contracting. 
It can be a tedious and frustrating experience 
if you are not familiar with the system and all 
of the “red tape” requirements which must be 
complied with before commencing work. Mis-
takes here can be costly and time-consuming.

 
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT 
& PLANNING 
The city and/or parish government has 

certain development regulations for which 
the permit purchaser is responsible.

An architectural scaled plan/plat show-
ing all of the variances and setbacks must 
be presented and approved before you can 
secure a building permit. This plat must be 
an engineered scaled plat plan. Your lender 
will also require a slab survey to ensure that 
you are complying with all those variances 
and setbacks.

Also note that the location of existing 
utilities and underground wiring must be 
confirmed by the city before construction 
can begin.

 CODES DEPARTMENT
You must secure a building permit from the 

local Codes Department. As the permit pur-
chaser you are liable for compliance with current 
residential building codes. It is advised that you 
carefully plan your construction so that it meets 
all of the various regulations.

Another requirement of those applying for a 
permit is proof of insurance, both general liability 
and workers’ compensation, unless you are the 
property owner, in which case you are exempt. 
However, to qualify for this exemption, you must 
submit certain proof of property ownership. 
You must also sign an affidavit from the Codes 
Department documenting that the home you are 
building is your personal home and not for sale.

After construction begins, the Codes Depart-
ment must perform at least nine mandatory in-
spections. If any of these construction inspections 
fail, remedial work must be completed before 
work can continue.

You may also need a flood plain elevation 
certificate. And, a certificate of occupancy will be 
required upon completion of the home.

Finally, deposits will be required on all utili-
ties before construction can begin.

 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Do not take this area for granted. There is 

a lot more to building a home than meets the 
eye. Be realistic about your level of skill and the 
amount of time you can spend. Base your deci-
sion to put “sweat equity” into your home on 
your experience, skills, available time and the 
amount of stress you and your spouse are able 
to manage. Your ability to handle long-term 
disruption of schedules is just as important as 
your ability to handle a hammer.

 
TIME CONSTRAINTS
Be prepared to spend at least 6 hours a 

day, 5 days a week for 4-5 months managing 
your project. This calculation is for an average 
1,500 sq. ft. home. If the home is larger, figure 
accordingly. Does your present employment 
allow enough flexibility to put in these hours?

 
SCHEDULING
You also need to be able to properly select 

and schedule 30-40 subcontractors. Remember 
that subcontractors have other jobs in progress 
besides yours, and scheduling of them must be 
done in the proper order. For example, painting 
cannot be done before trim work is installed; 
toilets cannot be hooked up until the flooring is 
done; and countertops cannot be fitted until the 
cabinets are in place. One subcontractor cannot 
do their job until the other does theirs. Delays 
can be costly and frustrating.
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BIDDING EXPERTISE
Do you know proper cost breakdown 

analysis? Can you distinguish between high 
bids, low bids and work quality? Are you allow-
ing for all the materials you need? For instance, 
everyone knows to buy tile, but what about 
grout, thin-set and spacers? Is that included in 
your bid? Do you know enough about the sub-
contractors’ responsibilities to realize if it’s not?

Remember, the lender will require that cost 
breakdown be documented, and if you have 
not projected costs effectively and run out of 
funds, the loan amount cannot be adjusted 
after it is approved.

 
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
As the general contractor of the home, it 

will be your responsibility to hire qualified, 
licensed, insured and certified subcontractors. 
Do you have the technical expertise to oversee 
the work and know if it was done properly? 
If, after inspection, the work is rejected by 
the Codes Department, who absorbs the cost 
to redo the work? While this work is being 
redone, time is being lost, and consequently, 
other subs may have to be rescheduled.

 
BOOKKEEPING
The IRS requires that you send any subcon-

tractor who earns more than a certain amount 
a 1099 form at the end of the year. In the event 
you are audited, be prepared to prove that the 
sub is an independent contractor—that is, you 
did not have to supervise his work and you did 
not dictate what time he reported.

Being on site yourself or having someone 
you can trust to document delivery slips is very 
important to keeping track of your project. 
Returns must be accounted for also, since inac-
curate billing can run up costs. Check invoices 
and account for all materials. Waste can add 
hundreds to your bills.

 
OSHA REGULATIONS
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 
& HEALTH ADMIN. 
As the general contractor of your own 

home, you can be held responsible for all 
subcontractors who do not adhere to the 
construction site OSHA safety requirements. 
There is a plethora of rules which must be 
adhered to, including regulations involving fall 
protection, confined spaces, ventilation, stair-
ways and ladders, fire protection, etc. Other 
OSHA standards for a job site include posting 
of emergency numbers and instructions in the 
event of an injury, guaranteeing certain protec-
tion measures are in place, and much more. 

If your job site became the target of an 
OSHA inspection, penalties for any infractions 
could be very costly, sometimes tens of thousands 
of dollars. Visit www.osha.gov and click on the 
“Construction” tab for more information.

 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Your job site will also be subject to strict 

regulations from the Department of Envi-
ronmental Quality and must secure certain 
permits. Your project could be targeted for 
inspection and fined if violations are found. 
Areas of concern include storm water pollution 
prevention, soil erosion, disposal of paint and 
other hazardous waste, etc. For more informa-
tion, visit www.deq.louisiana.gov.

 
WETLANDS PROTECTION
If the property on which you plan to build 

is located in an established subdivision, the 
developer has probably already had the envi-
ronmental assessment and secured the proper 
permits. Failure to clear the property of any 
wetlands regulations could result in construc-
tion shut-down and; if the Corps of Engineers 
should find you in violation, impose severe fines 
and penalties.

 
WARRANTY RESPONSIBILITY
Louisiana has a New Home Warranty 

Act, which requires builders of new homes to 
provide certain warranties that extend over 
periods of one, two or five years, depending 
on the nature of the defect.

If you sell the home to another party, you 
will then become responsible for any damages 
resulting from faulty workmanship, non-
adherence to codes, or defective building ma-

terials. In the case of your death, your estate 
would be responsible for any claims.

 
LIEN LAWS
In the event any of your subcontractors fail 

to pay their supplier or laborers, a lien can be 
filed against your property.

 
LICENSING
In the State of Louisiana, a homeowner 

may build his own home only one time per 
year, and you must actually occupy the home 
upon completion. It cannot be sold to anyone 
else. Also, you may not pull another permit to 
build again as a self-contractor for 18 months 
from the time you pulled the previous permit.

Anyone who pulls a permit as a self-contrac-
tor, builds the home, never lives in it, sells it and 
then pulls another permit as a self-contractor is 
considered “in the business of” and therefore 
required to be licensed. Any person or firm who 
is the prime contractor on any residential con-
struction on which total costs exceed $75,000 
must be licensed by the State of Louisiana. 

These are just a few of the many issues to 
consider when self-contracting your home. To 
hire a licensed, experienced and insured profes-
sional building contractor, contact the Acadian 
Home Builders Association or visit www.
acadianhba.com.
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ProSource of Acadiana 
1004 B Albertson Pkwy, Broussard, LA 70518 
337.205.3606 www.prosourcewholesale.com 

 Jumpstart your year and grow your 

business with ProSource                         
Come see the new products, trends & ideas your clients 

will be looking for. The possibilities are endless! 

337-443-9800
420 RICHLAND AVE., SUITE 100

LAFAYETTE LA 70508
WWW.GENGROUPHOMES.COM
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Time to Refinance?

Visit Home24Bank.com to
 learn more or apply online.

Home24Bank.com

Approval subject to Home Bank credit and other qualifications. 
Home Bank NMLS #483958

Good for business. Good for life.
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008 ADVENTURE

While I like October for heralding in Louisiana’s fall, 
May has always been my favorite month of the first half 
of the year. It’s in May that all things associated with our 
warmer season get going in earnest, and what a wide 
range that is around here.  

Though not the case this year or last, the New Or-
leans Jazz Fest’s closing weekend is typically the kickoff 
as it wraps up in May’s first weekend. Of a similar fate is 
the Breaux Bridge Crawfish Festival, along with so many 
others we hope to have back next year.  

But Mother’s Day remains cancel-proof, a southern 
favorite where the aroma of boiling pots seems to linger 
all weekend across Louisiana. In May, crawfish are plenti-
ful and typically the largest and cheapest they’ll be for the 
season, but crabs and shrimp are just as available. 

The sights, sounds, and tastes of the season are in full 
swing by now. We watch our favorite college baseball 
teams vie for a postseason run against the backdrop of a 
jet burner, mouths watering for the first batch to hit the 
table. It’s what we do here, it’s what we’ve always done. 
Regardless of lingering restrictions, this May looks to 
be a whole lot closer to the norm than last year. It’s not 
normalcy to the T, (we don’t have our beloved festivals 
back), but it’s getting there. 

Perhaps one of the biggest draws this time of year is 
the fishing. Anglers chase their favorite species from the 
swamps to the offshore oil rigs as seemingly just about 
everything is biting in May. There’s bass and bream to be 
had next to the cypress trees from the ‘Basin to Bistineau. 

Along the coast, all the main characters are back on 
the block after an offseason away. Pelicans crowd the bar-
rier islands, dolphins prowl the waters around them, and 
ravenous speckled trout gorge on abundant shrimp and 
other bait fish so prevalent in the warmer months.  

It’s that very scene we long for coming off a winter 
that even left me without power for the better part of a 
week and my trees fully encapsulated in ice for the first 
time in recollection. As novel as it was to experience a 
sense of legitimate winter, looking ahead was all we could 
do as the indoor temperature fell into the 40’s. Needless 
to say, “wintered out” would be putting it lightly. 

Now is the time to load up the boat with fuel, bait, 
family, and friends and head out to the coastal waters to 
take it all in. The catches are usually plentiful and allow 
for a few good fish fries before needing to head back out 
to resupply.  

Taking people out that don’t get to experience that 
scene is often one of the most rewarding parts of the sea-
son. Sharing what you’re passionate about with others in 
hopes they too realize what treasures await along our coast 
is always rewarding. This month you can bank on warmer 
temperatures, bent rods, good food, and filet knives run-
ning at a dock near you, and it can’t come soon enough. 

Spring has 
Sprung

BY AGENT DARREN DIGBY
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008 SPORTS

RAGIN’ CAJUNS FOOTBALL
CAJUNS COACHING STAFF UNDERGOES OFFSEASON CHANGES

BY AGENT IAN AUZENNE

For the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns football 
team, it’s something old and something new.

The coaching staff has seen a fair bit of 
turnover in the offseason. Offensive coordi-
nator Rob Sale left the program to become 
the offensive line coach for the NFL’s New 
York Giants. Inside linebackers coach Austin 
Armstrong accepted the defensive coordinator 
job at Southern Miss. Two other coaches took 
jobs with schools in the Southeastern Confer-
ence. Special teams coordinator Robby Discher 
departed for the University of Georgia, where 
he will serve as a special teams analyst. Corner-
backs coach Lamar Morgan left Louisiana to 
take the same position at Vanderbilt.

Those changes have allowed a few 
returning Cajuns’ coaches to be promoted 
to new roles within the program. Michael 
Desormeaux and Tim Leger have been 
promoted to co-offensive coordinator, suc-
ceeding Sale. Desormeaux will continue his 
responsibilities as tight ends coach. Leger will 
continue his duties as wide receivers coach.

Several other familiar faces will be on 
the Cajuns’ sideline this year. Patrick Toney 
returns as the team’s defensive coordinator. 
Last year, Toney’s defense was the Sun Belt’s 
best passing defense and ranked fourth in the 
conference in both total defense and scoring 
defense. His work earned him a nomination 
for the Frank Broyles Award, which honors 
college football’s top assistant coach.

Mark Hocke, Jabbar Juluke, and Rory 
Segrest all return to their respective roles with 
the team. Hocke is the Cajuns’ head strength 
and conditioning coach. Juluke is the running 
backs coach. Segrest coaches the defensive line.

Head coach Billy Napier has hired five new 
coaches to fill the remaining gaps on his staff.

Jeff Burris is the program’s new corner-
backs coach. He comes to Louisiana from 
Louisiana Tech, where he spent three years as 
the Bulldogs’ defensive backs coach. While in 
Ruston, Burris coached two NFL draft picks, 
L’Jarius Sneed and Amik Robertson.

Jeff Norrid takes over as the Cajuns’ of-
fensive line coach. Prior to coming to UL, 
Norrid coached at Florida Atlantic, Arkansas, 
Auburn, and Alabama. Norrid and Napier 
worked together for three years at Alabama as 

assistants under Nick Saban.
Darnell Stapleton will assist Norrid with 

his offensive line duties. Stapleton spent three 
years as an offensive line coach at Sam Hous-
ton State in Huntsville, Texas. Stapleton also 
won a Super Bowl. He was the starting guard 
for the 2008 world champion Pittsburgh 
Steelers. Galen Scott comes to Louisiana after 
two years as linebackers coach North Texas. 
He’ll be responsible for the Cajuns’ inside 
linebacker corps. Wes Neighbors will coach 
the Cajuns’ safeties. Neighbors previously 
coached at South Florida, Florida Atlantic, 
and Alabama.

The first game of Louisiana’s regular sea-
son will take place Saturday, September 4 at 
Texas. The Cajuns open their home schedule 
against Nicholls State on September 11.
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008 SPORTS

RAGIN’  CA JUNS

game changer

SPENCER ARRIGHETTI
BY STEVE PELLOQUIN 

If the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns are going to return to the NCAA 
Regionals for the first time since 2016, Spencer Arrighetti will likely 
need to continue to help lead the way as the 2021 college baseball 
season comes into the home stretch.

A sophomore right-handed pitcher, Arrighetti has been nothing 
short of spectacular in his first season with Louisiana, leading them to 
sole possession of first place atop the Sun Belt Conference Western 
Division standings heading into the second half of April. 

A native of Katy, Texas, Arrighetti posted a 6-1 record with a 1.37 
ERA through mid-April, joining Jack Leiter (Vanderbilt), Geremy 
Guerrero (Indiana State), and Luke Albright (Kent State) as the only 
four pitchers in the country who owned a sub-1.50 ERA with a mini-
mum 45.0 innings pitched.

For his exploits this season, Arrighetti was named to the USA Base-
ball 2021 Golden Spikes Award Midseason Watch List in April, one of 
45 of the nation’s top amateur players from the high school and col-
lege ranks to be selected for the prestigious honor. Arrighetti became 
just the fifth UL player to appear on the list since it was instituted 
in 2013, joining Caleb Adams (2014), Seth Harrison (2014), Blake 
Trahan (2015), and Gunner Leger (2017).

A former prep standout at Cinco Ranch High School, Arrighetti 
was named a two-time unanimous First Team All-District pitcher in 
the prep ranks, while also earning First Team All-State honors as a 
senior. After making 16 appearances as a freshman at TCU in 2019, 
Arrighetti transferred to Navarro Community College, located in Cor-
sicana, Texas, where he compiled an overall record of 2-2, to go along 
with a 4.26 ERA.

Arrighetti has certainly come into his own as a Cajun in 2021, 
making Louisiana a legitimate postseason threat in the process.

UL has made 16 NCAA postseason appearances in program his-
tory, including four NCAA Regional appearances, as well as a trip to 
the 2000 College World Series.

If they’re to make their 17th appearance, there’s little doubt that 
Arrighetti will have played a pivotal role.

JULIE RAWLS
BY AGENT STEVE PELLOQUIN

If the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns are going to make a run deep into 
the postseason of the 2021 college softball season, Julie Rawls will need 
to make a big impact. A senior catcher, Rawls is currently leading the 
team in runs batted in heading into May. Of course, success is nothing 
new to Rawls, who has had success at every stop in her softball career.

A native of Hallsville, Texas, Rawls attended Hallsville High 
School, where she was named a three-time all-state selection and two-
time District MVP, while also being named the MaxPreps Class 5A 
Player of the Year in Texas as a junior.

Following high school, Rawls attended Northwestern St. from 
2017-2018, appearing in 43 games over two seasons, including 31 as 
a starter, all in the outfield. 

Rawls transferred to Louisiana in time for the 2019 season and 
became an immediate contributor, hitting .360 with 10 homers and 
49 RBI’s. A left-handed thrower and hitter, Rawls also made the tran-
sition to catcher, becoming the first left-handed catcher in UL history. 
Her exploits in 2019 earned Rawls First-Team All-Sun Belt Confer-
ence and First-Team All-Louisiana honors.

A preseason All-Sun Belt Conference pick, Rawls is having another 
big season, in her finals season, in 2021.

Last season, Louisiana was 18-6, ranked in everyone’s top 10, 
and number one in the RPI poll when the season was shut down in 
mid-March due to the Coronavirus pandemic. We’ll never know how 
things would have played out, but it’s almost certain UL would have 
hosted a regional for the first time since 2016, and very likely would 
have hosted a Super Regional for the first time since 2014.

Had this been the case, Louisiana would have headed to the 
NCAA Softball Tournament for the 22nd-consecutive year, while 
making an NCAA Regional appearance for the 30th time in the last 31 
years. Louisiana is one of only nine programs to appear in an NCAA 
Regional every year since 2000, joining Alabama, Arizona, Florida St., 
Michigan, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, UCLA, and Washington.

This season, Cajun fans are hoping they go deep into the postsea-
son, with Rawls likely being a big part of that.  
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LSU
LOOKING FOR A

BOUNCE BACK SEASON
BY AGENT BRYAN LAZARE

Since LSU football moved back into the 
national spotlight at the start of this century, 
four special seasons have occurred.

In 2003, the Tigers won the BCS cham-
pionship under coach Nick Saban. Four years 
later, coach Les Miles guided LSU to another 
national title. In 2011, a potential perfect 
season ended in a loss to Alabama, but the 
Tigers did achieve a perfect campaign in 2019 
when they won 15 straight games in route 
to another national championship – this time 
under coach Ed Orgeron.

However, the follow-up season to each 
of these magical runs left something to 
be desired. Both the 2004 and the 2012 
teams were expected to contend again for 
a championship. In 2004, losses at Auburn 
and Georgia knocked LSU out of contention 
before midseason. The 2012 team appeared 
to be on its way to a Southeastern Confer-
ence title. However, a final minute touch-
down gave Alabama a road victory against the 
Tigers. The Crimson Tide went on to win the 
national championship.

Both the 2008 and 2020 teams could not 
finish with winning SEC records. In 2008, 
LSU used three quarterbacks while stumbling 
to a 3-5 conference record. Last season, 

the Tigers again started three quarterbacks 
while rallying for a 5-5 league mark during a 
pandemic-influenced year.

The telling point for a coach’s program 
is the ability to rebound from a somewhat 
disappointing campaign. Saban never had 
that opportunity as he left LSU for the Miami 
Dolphins. Miles had mixed success in his two 
chances – two seasons after a special cam-
paign. In 2009, new defensive coordinator 
John Chavis positively impacted the defense. 
The Tigers improved their SEC record to 
5-3. The upswing continued and culminated 
in the undefeated 2011 regular season. The 
situation was different in 2013. The Tigers 
dropped three SEC games and were out of 
the Western Division race by Halloween. LSU 
did win ten games, but it never really built 
any sustainable momentum. 

So, Orgeron is under the microscope to 
see what he can do after the mediocrity which 
was the 2020 season. The Tigers had a full 
spring practice, which was a necessity consid-
ering Orgeron has five new assistant coaches.

LSU has some things in its favor heading 
into 2021. First, all but two starters from the 
Tigers’ victories over Florida and Ole Miss last 
year are back. Second, the schedule is favorable 

with 50-50 games against Auburn, Florida, 
and Texas A&M scheduled for Tiger Stadium.

During recent media sessions, Orgeron 
indicated that he knows the expectations on 
the LSU program never change. For fans, the 
2019 national title is two years in the past. 
All most care about is the fact that LSU was 
a .500 team last season while Alabama won 
another national championship.

Orgeron made steady progress during his 
first three full-time seasons as head coach. In 
his second year, LSU won double-digit games 
for the first time in five seasons and beat Cen-
tral Florida in a New Year’s Six Bowl game. 
Then, the Tigers went 15-0 with quarterback 
Joe Burrow dominating the following year.

In his fifth full season as coach, Orgeron 
faces his first major challenge. There have 
been numerous distractions due to the off-
the field matters which have hit not only the 
football program, but also the entire athletic 
department and university.

Under this environment, Orgeron finds 
himself in a position where he needs to have 
his team bounce back strong from a 5-5 
season. The upcoming campaign will be an 
excellent predictor of Orgeron’s program in 
the future.

008 SPORTS



LSU 
May 4 vs Southern
May 6 at Auburn
May 7 at Auburn
May 8 at Auburn
May 11 vs. LA Tech
May 14 vs Alabama
May 15 vs Alabama
May 16 vs Alabama
May 18 vs Northwestern St. 
May 20 at Texas A&M
May 21 at Texas A&M
May 22 at Texas A&M

UL
May 7 vs North Alabama
May 8 vs North Alabama
May 9 vs North Alabama
May 11 vs Southern
May 14 at UT Arlington
May 15 at UT Arlington
May 16 at UT Arlington
May 18 at New Orleans
May 20 vs Troy
May 21 vs Troy
May 22 vs Troy

LA Tech
May 7 vs FIU
May 8 (DH) vs FIU
May 9 vs FIU
May 11 at LSU
May 14 vs UTSA
May 15 (DH) vs UTSA
May 16 vs UTSA
May 20 vs Old Dominion
May 21 vs Old Dominion

McNeese
May 7 at Northwestern St.
May 8 (DH) at Northwestern St. 
May 9 at Northwestern St.
May 14 vs Nicholls St. 
May 15 (DH) vs Nicholls St.
May 16 vs Nicholls St.
May 20 at Central Arkansas
May 21 (DH) at Central Arkansas
May 22 at Central Arkansas

Nicholls St.
May 7 at Southeastern Louisiana
May 8 (DH) at Southeastern Louisiana
May 9 vs Southeastern Louisiana
May 14 at McNeese
May 15 (DH) at McNeese
May 16 at McNeese
May 20 vs Sam Houston State
May 21 (DH) vs Sam Houston State
May 22 vs Sam Houston State

Tulane
May 7 (DH) at ECU
May 8 at ECU
May 9 at ECU
May 14 (DH) vs UCF
May 15 vs UCF
May 16 vs UCF
May 20 (DH) at Cincinnati
May 21 at Cincinnati
May 22 at Cincinnati

2021 COLLEGE 
BASEBALL SCHEDULES
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008 SPORTS

Pickleball is one of the fastest 
growing sports in the country. In 
fact, it’s growing so fast and has 
become so popular that many 
gyms and similar organizations 
are converting a few tennis 
courts over to pickleball courts. 

But what is this sport with 
the funny name? Pickleball com-
bines elements of tennis, bad-
minton, and ping pong and was 
invented in the summer of 1965 on Bainbridge Island near Seattle, 
Washington. Three men – Joel Prichard, Bill Bell, and Barney McCul-
lum – are credited with inventing the game after finding their children 
were bored during summer break. Today, pickleball is a widely played 
sport in the United States and Canada with participation growing in 
Europe and Asia. 

And what about that name? There are two competing theories 
regarding how the sport got its name. One theory says that Joel 
Prichard’s wife named the sport pickleball because it reminded her 
of the pickle boat in crew where the oarsmen are chosen from the 
leftovers of other boats. Another theory says that the sport was named 
after the Prichard’s dog, Pickles. Whatever the truth may be, the name 
pickleball stuck. 

Today, you can find pickleball courts around Acadiana in Youngs-
ville, New Iberia, and Lafayette. Pontus Lavefalk, Red’s pickleball head 
pro, says the sport is becoming popular because it’s easy to get started 
in. “You can pick it up as a beginner and become engaged right away. 
It is also similar to tennis and if you have played that, it’s easy to make 
the transition,” says Lavefalk. 

Red’s recently held a pickleball open house and several participants 
say they wanted to try the sport because it is social and is something 
new. “I am looking for something to do with my husband. I am a ten-
nis player but haven’t played in a while. This is new and I thought it 
would be a lot of fun,” says pickleball player Ellen McHarty. 

If you are looking to learn more about pickleball, check out www.
lafayettepickleball.com for clinics and tournament information. 

Pickleball 
Takes Off

LOADED HAMBURGER STEAK
 every MONDAY

Oil Center
1412 S. College Rd. Lafayette, La 70503

 337-235-5683

 

.Climate Control – Non Climate – RV – Boat.Convenient Office and Access 

     Hours: 8am -6 pm, 7 days a week .Covered Loading & Unloading.8 Foot Wide Hallways.30 Day to 12 Month Leases..Recorded Surveillance Cameras

BRIDGE
STORAGE
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HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS
ST. THOMAS MORE BOYS RULE AGAIN

BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA

“I think about my seniors,” 
begins St. Thomas More Boys Bas-
ketball Coach Danny Broussard, 
“and how back when they were 
sophomores, they trailed by 13 
points… in the fourth quarter… in 
the championship game. And they 
still won. So, I knew these guys 
could handle anything.”

While the superb play and re-
siliency was still on display, there 
wasn’t that kind of urgency dur-
ing St. Thomas More’s latest state 
championship (a 60-39 win over 
University High) in mid-March 
of this year. 

“U-High had beaten three 
state champions, but, especially 
defensively, we kind of made 
them look bad,” explains Brous-
sard. “I think it came down to 

physicality; the kids had hit the 
weight room pretty hard when 
they were working out on their 
own and it paid off.”

The Cougars 2020-21 season 
was, at first, a bit uneven (3-2 after 
five games), but Covid-19 was a 
factor. “I had 15 guys to start the 

season, and eight guys tested posi-
tive,” says Broussard. “And because 
the football season was pushed 
back, I didn’t get those players 
(including two starters) until about 
three weeks later than normal.”

But once those football players 
moved onto basketball, STM went 

on a serious roll. From December 
26th on, Broussard’s team rolled 
off 26 straight victories. “I’d never 
had such a dominant team, espe-
cially through the playoffs.”

Led by 10 seniors, the Cou-
gars finished 32-4 in their fourth 
straight championship campaign. 
But now that it’s been just over a 
month, my final question is about 
next year, when stellar seniors 
like Jaden Shelvin and Carter 
Domingue won’t be around.

“Almost a new start, with 
guys without a ton of experi-
ence,” says Broussard as he 
looks ahead a bit. “We may 
take some licks early on, but 
as they get game experience, it 
could really fun. They’ve got 
lots of potential.”
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HIGH SCHOOL PL AYER

Kade Linn
NEW IBERIA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

008: What sparked your interest in baseball? My interest in 
baseball began when my dad put me in T-ball when I was three years 
old. My dad was a baseball player, and he has been my coach since T-
ball. I love the game, so I continued to play. 

008: Who is your favorite baseball player? My favorite baseball 
player is Trevor Bauer, a pitcher for the Dodgers. I like him because he 
has a unique personality and is true to himself.

008: Do you follow any routines when preparing for a game? I 
have several routines. I use plyoballs to loosen and strengthen my arm. 
I run to get the blood flowing. I stretch and I have a bullpen routine 
to warm up. 

008: Finish this statement: “After high school, I plan on….” 
After high school I plan to attend Mississippi College to major in 
physical education and coaching while continuing my baseball pitching 
career with the Mississippi College baseball team where I have com-
mitted to play.  

008: What is your favorite baseball memory? My favorite 
memory of playing NISH baseball is striking out Silas Ardoin when I 
was a sophomore. He was a top player for Sam Houston at the time 
and is currently the catcher for the University of Texas. 

008: How do you stay in shape for the season? I lift weights 
on our off days, run, and use plyoballs for arm recovery after I pitch. 
I work on my pitching and hitting with my dad every Sunday. As a 
pitcher only “PO”, I’ve been given the opportunity to have at bats in 
every game this season. 

Grant Fontenot
LAFAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL

PITCHER

008: What sparked your interest in baseball? I’ve been playing 
baseball since I was six years old. According to my parents, I always 
loved throwing a ball, so baseball was pretty natural. Once I signed up 
for Little League, I loved everything else about the game, so baseball 
became my sport of choice.

008: Do you have a favorite player? Max Scherzer, but there are 
so many new, young guys playing that I really like to watch compete. 
Seeing these guys around my age playing in the majors is crazy to 
think about!

008: Do you follow any routines before a game? Before a game, 
I focus on getting my muscles completely warm. I start off with lower 
body movement exercises then transition to upper body. Once I’m 
warmed up, I do medium to long toss, followed by a bullpen session 
where I focus on feeling all of my pitches. Once done, I head to the 
dugout, get some water, and rest until game time.

008: What will you do after graduation? After high school, I 
plan on attending a couple of invite only events and begin preparation 
for the draft in July or I will head to LSU to start my collegiate career 
and major in sports medicine.

008: What is it like to be scouted by the pros? It is exciting, but 
it can also be nerve wracking because of the need to perform each out-
ing. The first time I looked down and saw a text from the New York 
Yankees it was so surreal. 

008: What has your high school career been like? High school 
has been a tough part of my story. As a freshman, I missed the entire 
season due to a fractured kneecap. As a sophomore, I missed most of 
the season due to school transfer. My junior season had just gotten 
started when Covid closed schools and ended that year. These events 
along with other variables have led to a disappointing high school 
career. But I’m very thankful for the chances coaches and teams, 
specifically Team Louisiana and Jeremy Picard, gave me during my 
sophomore and junior summers that got me noticed by colleges which 
also landed me on the pro radar. 
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A local BBQ joint featuring meats smoked in-house, 
delicious sides, elevated bar with smoke infused 

cocktails and outdoor seating under shady oak trees

Brunch served 10:30a-3p
SUnDAYS HAPPY HOUR  3-close

Meat and Seafood options available
Kid and Dog menu available

specially crafted Mimosa carafes
indoor and outdoor dining

Wed & Thurs: 11am-9pm
Fri & Sat: 11am–10pm (kitchen ‘til 9pm)  Sunday: 10:30am-8pm

117 South College Road, Lafayette, LA, 70503, Louisiana
(337) 345-5950  •  eatmidcitybbq.com

Breakfast &
Brunches

Weekends were made for brunch.
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905 Savoy Road Youngsville

Follow us on Facebook

(337) 451-6341   

Lee  & Wendy Oubre 
Owners

Tue-Sat: 8am-8pm
Sun: 8am-2pm

Closed Monday

Drive Thru

811 Albertsons Pkwy Suite 0
Broussard LA 70518

337-330-2026

CRABCAKE LAGRANDE 

 BASIC BRUNCH

JOHN DEERE

DID YOU KNOW? 
BREAKFAST

• In the 1600s, breakfast was likely to be leftovers; cheese, bread 
or stewed grains.

• The average person eats breakfast at 7:31 during the week and 
8:28 on weekends.

• The world’s first breakfast cereal was created in 1863 and needed 
soaking overnight to be chewable.

• The largest bowl of porridge weighs just over 1,900 pounds and 
was made in Tula, Russia in 2011. 

• The world record for the most people eating breakfast in bed 
is 289. It happened in Sydney, Australia, in 2012 using 85 queen 
size beds with four people in each.

• The word “breakfast” refers to breaking the fasting period of the 
prior night.

• McDonald’s created the Egg McMuffin in 1973.
• The earliest known use of the word “breakfast” in English was 

in 1463.
• According to a study, people who ate breakfast as their largest 

meal lost 17.8 pounds in three months. 
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BRICKANDSPOONRESTAURANT.COM
337.408.3992 • Monday-Sunday 7am- 2pm  •  Inside Dining available
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BRICKANDSPOONRESTAURANT.COM
337.408.3992 • Monday-Sunday 7am- 2pm  •  Inside Dining available
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EXECUTIVE CHEF 
ZACH DOISE
FIND HIM AT: 
CITY CLUB AT 

RIVER RANCH

KOREAN 
BEEF KABOBS

Ingredients  
1.5 pounds boneless rib eye steak
.5 small pear, peeled and coarsely 

grated
¼  cup reduced sodium soy sauce
2 tablespoons light brown sugar

2 tablespoons toasted sesame oil
3 cloves garlic, minced

1 tablespoon freshly grated ginger
1 tablespoon gochujang (Korean red 

pepper paste)
2 tablespoons vegetable oil, divided

2 green onions, thinly slice
1 teaspoon toasted sesame seeds

EXECUTIVE CHEF 
HOLLY GOETTING

FIND HER AT: 
CHARLEY G’S

CHARLEY G’S
ROASTED GARLIC

AND BRIE

Fruit Compote:
3 granny smith apples

½ pound raisins
1 bottle port wine

1 pound granulated sugar
Dice apples into medium sections

Combine all other ingredients in heavy bottomed sauce pot
Reduce over medium heat 20-30 minutes

 Roasted Garlic:
2 whole head garlic

olive oil
Rub heads of garlic down with olive oil & roast 

20-30 min @ 350 degrees in oven (until tender) 
Peel garlic & reserve

Ciabatta bread:
1 loaf of bread

olive oil
Italian herbs

Slice bread ¼ inch
Brush with olive oil and herbs

Toast lightly

 Brie Cheese
(2) 5oz wheels of brie

Slice wheels in ½ to form “half-moons”.  Heat 350 
degrees in oven for 2 to 5 min.
(until warm and spreadable)

008 CHEF RECIPES

How to Prepare

1. Wrap the steak in plastic wrap 
and chill it in the freezer for about 
30 minutes. 

2. Remove steak and slice into 
1/2-inch-thick cubes.

3. In a medium bowl, combine pear, 
soy sauce, brown sugar, sesame 
oil, garlic, ginger and gochujang. 
Separately, In a large size Ziploc 
bag, combine soy sauce mixture 
and steak then marinate for at least 
2 hours to overnight, rotating the 
bag every so often.

4. Heat 1 tbsp of vegetable oil in a 
cast iron grill pan over medium-
high heat. Add the steak to the pan 
on the grill (in batches) in a single 
layer and grill - making sure to flip 
once - until charred and cooked 
through which will take about 
2-3 minutes per side. Repeat with 
remaining 1 tablespoon vegetable 
oil and steak.

5. Serve immediately and garnish 
with green onions and sesame 
seeds (optional).
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COCKTAIL COUTURE

Summertime
Spirits

BY AGENT SARAH BLACK

BEER – 7TH STREET WHEAT
Crawfish season is in full swing and if 
you are looking for the perfect beer to 
go with your mudbugs, look no further 
than NOLA’s 7th Street Wheat. The 
lemon and basil notes from the beer 
along with the sweet wheat will cut the 
heat and bring out the flavors of the 
crawfish. But we don’t have to be in 
crawfish season to enjoy this refreshing 
beer. What was once a seasonal drink 
can now be found year-round. 

LIQUOR – LOUISIANA 
TRADITION GIN
With the hot, humid summer months 
just a few weeks away, gin is a great 
way to beat the heat. Louisiana Tradi-
tion Gin is made from sweet potatoes 
and features citrus and juniper florals 
along with a light body and clean fin-
ish to be enjoyed on the rocks or in a 
cocktail. 

WINE – SPECIAL RESERVE MALBEC, 
STONE HOUSE VINEYARD
Stone House Vineyard in Texas pro-
duces a wide array of wines including 
an excellent Malbec sourced from the 
Napa Valley. This wine features black-
berry and black cherry aromas com-
bined with notes of molasses, cocoa, 
and cedar. This dry red wine makes for 
an excellent Malbec. 

Steve Adams 
 The Four Piece Trio 

ON THE PATIO 3-6PM

Three Thirty Seven Band
MAIN STAGE 6-10PM

Located next to
Sugar Mill Pond
200 Brookdale Blvd

Youngsville, La. 70592

of Youngsville
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HOUSE FAVORITES

Ground Pat’i
BY AGENT LISA HACHNEY

For a taste of nostalgia, head to The 
Ground Pat’i located at 2303 Johnston 
Street, where you’ll find the original 
menu and the same pub décor with 
stained glass windows and a firepit. 
Offering popular freshly charbroiled 
burgers, steak, chicken, and fish since 
1975, Ground Pat’i brings back good 
memories with every bite.

Owned by the LeBlanc family since 
1981, the original Ground Pat’i is now 
helmed by André LeBlanc, who is still 
cooking at the open-kitchen grill. Now, 
the third generation, Jean-Luc LeBlanc, 
a business major at UL, is grilling burg-
ers himself.

At André’s suggestion, we tried some 
of Ground Pat’i’s original favorites. Our 
friendly server, Julie, started us off with 
Ground Pati’s freshly roasted peanuts, still 
in their shells. Then, we tried the half-or-
der of Onion Rings – a generous portion 
of lightly breaded and deep-fried rings 
served with Dynamite Sauce. Cooked to 
perfection, they were, indeed, dynamite.

Next, we had the famous Corn She-
bob – a large ear of Idaho corn served on 
a skewer with melted margarine. Yum! 
And, of course, we had the Ground Pat’i 
– a 100-percent beef patty charbroiled 
to taste and served on a toasted bun with lettuce, tomato, onion, and a 
pickle spear. We tried it medium-rare, and it was tender, juicy, and deli-
cious with a slightly smoky charbroiled flavor. Be sure to order it with 
the freshly-grated Wisconsin cheese – a Ground Pat’i tradition.

On the lighter side, Ground Pat’I offers grilled chicken and tuna. I 
ordered the Grilled Chicken Salad, a generous portion of fresh lettuce, 
tomatoes, cucumbers, and mushrooms topped with freshly grated ched-
dar cheese. The grilled chicken had a nice charbroiled flavor, setting it 
apart from other places that serve plain chicken breast on top. 

What keeps customers coming back? “Keeping the food consistent,” 
André LeBlanc says. And it works – one customer orders the same thing ev-
ery time he comes. The original Ground Pat’i truly is a Lafayette institution.
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BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE 

El Paso 
Youngsville

BY AGENT LISA HACHNEY

Want to feel like you’re on va-
cation without ever leaving home? 
Head to El Paso in Youngsville, 
where you can dine on a patio 
lined with palm trees and fresh 
flowers while sipping a Pina Colada 
from a pineapple and listening to 
live music.

Opened in mid-December of 
2020, El Paso in Youngsville is 
the “crème de la crème” of the 
restaurant chain, according to 
General Manager David Zepeda. 
And I agree, as this new location 
has a huge patio, lounge seating, 
festive décor, and unique dishes 
not offered elsewhere.

On a recent visit, the patio was 
packed, and golf carts were lined 
up on the street getting orders to 
go. Bill and I selected a spot in the 
comfy outdoor lounge area, where 
we listened to Mexican music 
while sipping on a creamy pineap-
ple-filled Pina Colada and a 38-oz. 
Grand Margarita, made with Cabo 
Wabo Blanco Tequila, Grand 
Marnier, and freshly squeezed 
oranges and limes. As we enjoyed 
our adult beverages, our attentive 
and friendly server, Dylan St. 
Romain, prepared tableside guaca-
mole made with freshly chopped 
jalapenos, cilantro, onions, toma-
toes, freshly squeezed limes and 
Mexican-imported avocados.

For the main course, we tried 
the La Parillada Especial, a massive 
mound of fajita steak, chicken, and 
chorizo served on a sizzling grill 
with a suspended spear of grilled 
shrimp, red and green bell pep-
pers, onions, a whole jalapeno, and 
a cheese-stuffed poblano pepper. 
Unique to the Youngsville loca-
tion, this dish was so impressive 
that several customers stopped by 
to ask, “What is THAT?”

Open seven days a week, El 
Paso’s Youngsville location also 
features a lunch menu Monday 
through Saturday, and live music Wednesday through Saturday nights. 
Be sure to mark your calendar for Cinco de Mayo (May 5), where the 
restaurant will block off the street and showcase two live bands – Steve 
Adams from 3 to 6 p.m., and 337 from 6 to 10 p.m. Come early, stay 
late, and pass a good time. 
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WE’RE BACK
CALL US 337-267-3060

  911 BERTRAND DRIVE  LAFAYETTE , LA 70506  |  CAFEHABANACITY.COM  |  MON-SAT 11A – 9:30P

VISIT CUBA IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
If you are looking for authentic Cuban cuisine, look no further than Café Habana City. Dine in an intimate

Caribbean style restaurant with the festive salsa and merengue music while enjoying the best Mojitos in town. 
Café Habana City will transport from Lafayette to Habana. It is a jewel in the Lafayette landscape , a true culinary heaven!

CAFÉ HABANA CITY YOUR CARIBBEAN DESTINATION IN LAFAYETTE!
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HER
Name: Amanda Montesano 
Davidson
Age: 26
Occupation: Acadiana/ Youth 
Programs Director
From: Breaux Bridge, LA

HIM
Name: Ethan Davidson
Age: 26
Occupation: 
Mechanical Engineer 
From: Lafayette, LA

WEDDING DATE
January 16, 2021

HOW DID YOU MEET?
Originally, we met in high 
school, but we met again in col-
lege while at Red’s Health Club 
in the cold plunge.  

HOW DID HE KNOW SHE WAS 
THE ONE?
I knew she was the one when I 
realized she is my best friend, and 
our values align. We make our 
faith in God and family a priority 
and have similar mindsets when 
it comes to managing all that life 
throws at us. 

WHAT WAS THE 
PROPOSAL LIKE?
We were having a picnic in the 
little park in his neighborhood 
last April. After eating tacos, we 
were just enjoying the beauti-
ful weather when I picked up a 
flower and offered it to him say-

ing “I got you something” as a 
joke. Ethan replied, “I got some-
thing for you too,” he reached 
into his pocket and pulled out 
a pokeball, clicked it open, ring 
exposed, and said “I choose you, 
Amanda Leigh.” (This reference 
is based on Pokemon, a show we 
watch together and both grew 
up on.) For the first few minutes 

I just kept asking if my parents 
knew and were okay with this 
before I said yes. It was a perfect 
little moment.  
 
WHY DID SHE SAY YES? 
I said yes because he is everything 
I could ask for and needed in a 
best friend and husband. He is 
a God-Fearing man, thoughtful, 

patient, intelligent, and enjoys 
the little things in life. We share 
the same core values of faith and 
family which was the most impor-
tant thing to me throughout our 
relationship. 

TELL US ABOUT THE WEDDING.
The wedding was a beautiful Ro-
man Catholic Mass at Our Lady 
of Fatima in Lafayette where we 
attend mass. The mass itself was 
special because not only were 
parts of it said in Latin, but be-
cause it was celebrated by Father 
Michael Russo, who Ethan served 
under as an Altar Server through-
out middle and high school, and 
concelebrated by Monseigneur 
Jefferson DeBlanc, who Ethan 
serves as Sacristan under now.  
 
TELL US ABOUT THE 
RECEPTION.
The reception was held at the Pe-
troleum Club at Lafayette. Family 
and friends had a wonderful time 
dancing to the music of GTO 
Party Band and were captured in 
a live painting by Dirk Guidry.  

TELL US ABOUT THE 
HONEYMOON. 
We honeymooned at Disney 
World and had a blast enjoying 
all the rides and food Disney has 
to offer. The Festival of the Arts 
was also going on in Epcot at the 
time and we were able to partici-
pate in painting a small part of a 
mural that was in Epcot during 
the festival! 

ETERNAL BOND

AMANDA + 
ETHAN

008 ROMANCE
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HER
Name: Mia Aucoin Comeaux
Age: 34
Occupation: Hair stylist 
From: Lafayette 

HIM
Name: Stefan Comeaux
Age: 32
Occupation: Sales at Cintas
From: Breaux Bridge

WEDDING DATE
December 31, 2020

HOW DID YOU MEET?
We met on Facebook. We kept 
popping up on each other’s 
people you may know segment 
and one night he added me as a 
friend. When I initially saw his 
friend request, I wanted to de-
cline it, but I looked at his profile 
picture and thought “Wait! He’s 
cute!” We met a week later. 

HOW DID HE KNOW SHE WAS 
THE ONE?
I knew almost immediately that 
she was the one. Our chemistry 
on our first date was undeniable, 
plus it didn’t hurt that she was 
absolutely beautiful, and she made 
me laugh so much that night. 

WHAT WAS THE 
PROPOSAL LIKE?
We were going out to eat crawfish 
for my birthday and honestly, I 
wasn’t in the best mood that day. I 
had gotten some sad news from a 
close friend earlier and didn’t feel 

much like celebrating, but Stefan 
and my family were very persistent 
about going. As we were leav-
ing, my family all started circling 
around us and as I turned around, 
I saw him on one knee! It was the 
last thing I was expecting. 

WHY DID SHE SAY YES? 
She said yes because we knew all 
along we’d get married. It was 
the easiest question I’ve ever 
asked, and I believe the easiest 
answer she’s ever given me. 

TELL US ABOUT THE 
WEDDING.
The wedding was at Maison De 
Tours in St. Martinville. We ini-
tially planned on being outside, 
but the weather had other plans! 
Additionally, the rings were mis-
placed! We had a wedding party 
of 20 people and not a single 
person remembered to bring 
the rings to the ceremony! My 
brother-in-law had to run upstairs 
to grab the rings so after a short 
pause, we resumed the ceremony 
that was filled with tears of joy 
and plenty of laughs! 

TELL US ABOUT THE 
RECEPTION.
The reception was one BIG 
party! My husband and I danced 
our first dance to “Look At Us” 
by Vince Gill. After our first 
dance, I shared a dance with my 
son to the song “Baby of Mine.” 
We also surprised my husband’s 
grandparents with a dance of 

their own because we now share 
a wedding anniversary with them. 
It was their 60th anniversary on 
our wedding night! 

TELL US ABOUT THE 
HONEYMOON.
We were very concerned about 
out international travel at the 

time. We wanted to go to Scot-
land but decided to wait. Instead, 
we planned other trips through-
out the year including a trip to 
Disney World for Halloween! 
Eventually, we will visit Scotland, 
but for now we are content with 
sticking around and enjoying 
married life!

ETERNAL BOND

MIA + 
STEFAN

008 ROMANCE
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008 KIDS

K I D S  R  K O O L

BLUE RIBBON 
BUNNIES

Jacob Sonnier is your typical 8th grader at Sts. Peter and Paul 
Catholic School in Scott. Like a lot of kids his age, he enjoys being a 
part of Life Scouts in Troop 61, working out with his dad at Red’s, 
listening to music, and hanging out with friends. But one thing that 
makes Sonnier unique is his talent for raising and showing rabbits. 

Sonnier first started showing rabbits as a 4-H project, but now par-
ticipates in shows all over the state from Shreveport and Alexandria to 
Lafayette and New Iberia in both local and state competitions. And he 
and his rabbits tend to come home as winners. Sonnier has won several 
local competitions as well as Best of Breed and Best Opposite of Breed 
at the state level. 

Sonnier says his favorite breed is the Mini Satin because their fur 
feels and shines like satin material. However, he adds that Mini Satins 
are not easy to keep in the Louisiana heat and humidity. As a result, 
special care must be taken prior to a show to have the rabbit’s fur at its 
best. But since rabbits are judged on their body type and fur, Sonnier 
has clearly discovered the winning secret. 

When he is not taking titles, Sonnier says his favorite thing about 
competition is meeting new friends and identifying various breeds of 
rabbits. Look for him to continue his hobby as he pursues his 4-H 
career at Teurlings Catholic High School in the coming years. 

A M A Z I N G  K I D S 

GO, CAMRYN, GO!
CAMRYN REED, GO-KART RACER

BY AGENT LISA HACHNEY

When you look at petite 
high school honor student 
Camryn Reed, you’d never 
guess that she is a cham-
pion go-kart racer. But this 
brainy blonde was in the 
driver’s seat at age eight, 
won a national champion-
ship at age 12, and is now 
training to drive cars.

Reed discovered her 
knack for racing about five 
years ago, when she saw 
her dad’s friends running 
go -karts at Moore Park’s 
track. Camryn, then an 
8-year-old gifted and tal-
ented student, said, “Dad, 
I want to try that!” A few 
days later, she was driving a 
go-kart, and “had a smile from ear to ear,” she recalls.

That’s when she realized that she had to get her own kart. At age 
eight, she got an entry-level CRG cadet car. After practicing at Moore 
Park for a couple of months, she competed in a race in New Orleans. 
“I came out dead last, but I still came off the track, and I had so much 
fun,” she shares.

At age nine, she earned third place overall in the Texas Pro Kart 
Challenge, Micro Swift Class. At 12, Reed won her first national 
championship at the Maxxis Grand Nationals Pro Gas Cadet Class, 
and earned third place in LO206 Cadet Class, Fla. In 2020, Reed 
turned her focus to training, moving to the Iron Rock Motorsports 
racing team under Houston-based coach Charley Swayne. 

So far in 2021, Reed earned top-10 finishes in the Florida winter 
events. Recently, Reed competed in the Texas Spring Racing Series -- 
Winter Warm-up when, on the last lap, a driver contacted her in a cor-
ner, causing her to drop from second position to sixth.  Undeterred, 
she raced the next weekend in the 2021 SKUSA ProTour Winter 
Nationals, placing third in the X30JR class.  

Next, Reed travels to Denton, Texas, followed by national races in 
Indianapolis and Utah. Reed’s goal is to “be up front nationally, hope-
fully top five.” Then, she will start training and building funds to race 
the Mazda Miatas in 2022.  

Besides racing, Reed attends school at Southside High School, 
where she is in honors classes. She aspires to go to UL and study engi-
neering and business. “Realistically, I know that getting paid to race in 
motorsports is so slim,” she shares. “Obviously, my absolute goal and 
dream is to just race and get paid to do that and make a living off of it. 
So, I feel like with a business degree, I would be able to run a business 
and stay in the motorsports view.”

You can follow Reed’s racing on Instagram at camrynreed.racing or 
on Facebook.  
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T H E  P E D I A T R I C  N U R S E  K N O W S 

Sever’s
Disease

BY AGENT COURTNEY BABINEAUX

A common, but non-threatening ailment in growing, active chil-
dren is called Sever’s Disease.  

Sever’s Disease is essentially when the growth plate in the heel 
becomes irritated from either rapid growth (aka puberty) and/or 
repetitive stress/exercise. When a child experiences rapid growth, 
basically the bone in the foot will grow faster than the tendons and 
ligaments connected to it. This in turn causes the tendon to become 
stressed and tight. With physical activity, repetitive motions such as 
jumping and running can irritate the growth plate as well.  The child 
will experience heel pain, have redness or swelling at the heel, and 
can limp after physical activities. Sever’s Disease is commonly seen 
when a child starts a new sport or activity.

If your child is experiencing heel pain, it is important to bring it 
up to your primary care provider. Diagnosing Sever’s Disease can be 
done by X-Ray, or sometimes just by a physical 
examination. The treatment for Sever’s Disease is 
rest, ice, and appropriate stretches (recommend-
ed by care providers). Sometimes, a shoe insert 
will be recommended to help alleviate pressure 
on the heel. A physical therapy referral may also 
be prescribed by your physician.

Asbury United Methodist Family Flick 
Night – Friday, May 7, 6:00 – 8:00pm, 
register at asburylafayette.org/events

Splatter Paint Fleur de Lis Family Day 
– Painting with a Twist – Saturday, May 
15, 2:00 – 4:00pm, register at www.
paintingwithatwist.com/lafayette

Golf Camp at Herbert Memorial Golf 
Course – June 7-10, 9:00am – 12:00pm 
each day, call 337-291-5557

Tennis Camp at Beaver Park – May 31 
– June 3, 9:00am – 12:00pm each day, 
register at www.acadianaserves.com 

Acadiana Nature Station Night Hike – 
Saturday, May 29 – register by calling 337-291-8448

Family Story Time Southside Regional Library – Numerous days through 
May – register at www.lafayettela.libcal.com/event

    Kid Events
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008: Can you teach an
old dog new tricks? 

BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER

Dogs of all ages and breeds have the potential to learn new 
behaviors. “Although the “golden age” of learning is consid-
ered by many to be the first few months of life, older dogs can 
be trained to learn new tasks,” explains Dr. Trisha Marullo of 
Broussard Veterinary Clinic. The fact that the popular idiom 
(you can’t teach an old dog new tricks) is incorrect is great 
news for owners of older dogs and for those considering 
adopting older dogs. 

“When a client comes in with a puppy, we discuss basic 
obedience training. I like to say that sitting is like a child 
saying please and thank you. They should sit for their food, at-
tention, before they go out, before they come in, etc. It resets 
their focus to listen,” advises Dr. Marullo. Trained behaviors 
(staying, shaking, not barking, walking on a leash, etc.) may 
be easier for younger dogs to learn, but “it’s not that these be-
haviors cannot be taught when they are older, it just may take 
more time,” explains Dr. Marullo. She likens this to humans 
who learn to ski or bike at a young age; the process might be 
easier for the youngsters but certainly not impossible for older 

adults to learn!
Considering your dog’s breed and natural drive can also 

help when encouraging new behaviors. “Understanding the 
task a dog is bred for will help in understanding how they 
learn and what motivates them,” explains Dr. Marullo. “Pun-
ishment, and in some cases negative reinforcement, are not as 
effective in building trust and loyalty and can actually hinder 
the learning process because of the fear it instils. Just as in 
people, positive reinforcement garners much better results...
different dogs may respond to different rewards. The key is 
finding what motivates them and use this to reward the behav-
ior you want repeated,” Dr. Marullo advises. 

For some dogs, praise might be enough motivation, others 
might respond well to treats or pets. Discovering what positive 
rewards your dog likes the most can be the key to motivate 
them to perform the behavior you are desiring. No matter 
which stage of life your dog is in, “you are always training or 
untraining them, make sure you are sending the right mes-
sage,” advises Dr. Marullo.
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SHELTER LIFE
CAJUN TAILS RESCUE

Cajun Tails Rescue may be relatively 
new to animal rescue, but the nonprofit 
organization based in Covington has 
already saved several hundred dogs in 
and around south Louisiana. 

Run by co-founders Katie Danford 
and Courtney Turner along with foster 
coordinator Jobi Thaxton, Cajun Tails 
Rescue takes in dogs and provides re-
habilitation, vetting, and a loving foster 
family while finding the pups a forever 
home. According to Turner, most of 
the dogs rescued come from the Acadia 
Parish Animal Shelter or are found on 
social media being given away for free. 
To keep these animals from falling into 
the wrong hands, Cajun Tails Rescue 
will step in and provide care while 
working to get them adopted. 

Turner says the idea for Cajun Tails 
Rescue came about because of the need 
for reputable rescue organizations in the 
region and to provide education about 
animal overcrowding. She says that 
while it generally only takes days for a 
dog to find a new home, the organiza-
tion works closely with each potential 
adopter and builds a relationship with 
them to make sure the animal doesn’t 
have to be rescued again. 

“It is a lot of hard work and we 
have a lot of long days, but we know we 
can make a difference in the lives of these animals and that is what it is 
about,” says Turner. She adds that the sky’s the limit for the organiza-
tion and she and Katie continue to work to make Cajun Tails Rescue the 
best it can be. 

Because the organization is 100 percent volunteer run and dependent 
on fosters to take in animals, Cajun Tails Rescue is looking for those who 
would like to help. If you would like to volunteer or become a foster, 
contact Katie or Courtney via the Cajun Tails website at www.cajuntail-
srescue.org or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/cajuntailsrescue. 

008 PETS

Bone -a- Files

Maverick
Age: About 13 years old
Breed: Pitbull
Owners: Heidi and Wes McDonald
What is your pet’s favorite toy, chew, snack? His favorite toy is his stuffed 
dragon, and his favorite snack is peanut butter off a spoon. 
Unique trait your pet has? I talk to him like he’s a human and he understands. 
I can “cut him a pair of eyes” and he knows what that means. Also, he puts 
himself in timeout on the rare occasion he does something he shouldn’t do. 
Favorite thing your pet likes to do? He loves to be a part of the party. He 
loves when we have people over so he can shake hands and kiss babies. 
Any other things you would like to mention about your pet? He’s the most 
perfect dog ever. Also, the luckiest dog since he was hit by a car and left for 
dead a week before he managed to stumble into the right yard to get help. 
Many surgeries and four months of recovery later, he was healthy and whole 
again. He should be the spokes-dog for the Pitbull breed. 
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Preventing Aggression in Multi-Cat Households
BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER

Frequent aggression and fighting between cats in the same house-
hold can create a stressful situation for owners and felines alike. “Cats 
are natural predators who are territorial and typically are considered 
solitary animals. Protecting their environment is a priority. If their 
security is threatened, they can become aggressive,” explains Dr. Trisha 
Marullo of Broussard Veterinary Clinic. 

Not all cats are capable of accepting other cats into their homes, 
especially if they have been the only cat at home for many years. Dr. 
Marullo also points out that cats’ social hierarchies are quite unique, 
and different from the dynamics between several dogs living in the 
same household. “Some cats get along and establish a close relation-
ship, but others barely tolerate each other,” Dr. Marullo explains.

There are some actions which cat owners can take to reduce con-
flict in multi-cat households. “Giving cats space, giving them options 
especially “trees”, shelves, hiding spots, and their own territory will help 
ease fights. Cats, unlike some dogs, can eat near each other, but some 
cats can get territorial about litter boxes so having multiple boxes can 

decrease this issue,” advises Dr. Marullo. She also recommends Feliway 
pheromone diffusers or collars for multiple cat households because there 
has been anecdotal evidence that it helps with cats’ stress levels.

If your cats do end up fighting, “never try to physically break up 
a fight with your hand; cat teeth are very pointed and when they bite, 
they can inoculate the wound with a bacteria that may cause severe 
cellulitis in humans and abscesses in other cats and dogs,” explains Dr. 
Marullo. Cat fights can be terrifying to witness, however, there are 
often warning signs before the fight breaks out. 

“Most cats will vocalize and posture from a distance before the 
actual fight takes place, this would be the time to intervene from a 
distance. Use water guns from a distance or create a loud noise to 
break the attention and cause one to go to another area,” advises Dr. 
Marullo. If your cats do get into a fight, Dr. Marullo recommends you 
monitor both of them for inappetence, lethargy, and swelling for up to 
a week after because cat bite abscesses can form and require immediate 
medical attention. 
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AAVA
To date, Animal Aid for Vermilion Area, a non-profit 501(c)3 animal rescue 
organization established in 1995 and located in South Louisiana, has helped 
rescue thousands of animals. AAVA also helped pass the Pet Evacuation Bill that 
keeps service animals and pets from being left behind during a disaster. AAVA 
has been helping animals and their owners for over 20 years, and one of their 
goals is to rescue and rehome as many animals as possible from the local Animal 
Control facility, a high kill pound with no adoption program.

ADOPT A PET, SAVE A LIFE
AAA

ACADIANA ANIMAL AID
AAVA

ANIMAL AID FOR VERMILION AREA

AAA
Acadiana Animal Aid is a no-kill animal adoption center for dogs and cats. 
Volunteers and staff are fueled by passion and the responsibility to educate, 
advocate, rescue, shelter and protect animals until they all have a home. Dog 
adoptions are $200 and they’re vaccinated, spayed or neutered, on 
heartworm preventative and microchipped. Cats are Feline Leukemia and 
Feline Immunodeficiency negative and vaccinated for the viruses, rabies 
vaccinated, dewormed and microchipped. Find more pets and an application at 
acadiananimalaid.org or call 337-896-1553 for information. 

AVI
This sweet girl spent several months with animal control 
and would love a quiet house of her own! She loves 
playing with toys and her younger foster sister. She’s OK 
with kids but she prefers attention from adults. She will 
follow you around the house and meet you at the door 
when you get home.

RAMEN NOODLES
Ramen Noodles is the purrfect gentleman. He is very social 
and loving. He gets along great with other cats and kids. 
He is FIV+ but that absolutely shouldn’t stop anyone from 
adopting him. He can live a long happy life!

BOOTS
Boots is a large and in charge kind of guy. He definitely 
likes to let everyone know he’s the boss. He is silly and 
sassy and sure to keep you entertained.

MAL
This gal had an owner who passed away suddenly, and 
we took Mal in. She is front paws declawed and slow to 
trust newcomers. However, once she does, she is nothing 
but funny and talkative.

CALDWELL
Meet Sir Caldwell as he is called by his foster mom for 
his regal behavior.  He is cat, dog, and kid friendly and 
loves to hang outside and go for leisurely strolls through 
the neighborhood.  He is house trained, kennel trained, 
and thrives on belly rubs.

CLAIR
Clair is a female Labrador retriever mix who is looking for 
a new home. This sweet girl is good around other dogs, 
cats, and children and wants a family to call her own. She 
is black, white, and cream and full of love and energy. 

EXPRESSO
Looking for a little pick-me-up in the morning? This 
Expresso will certainly get the job done. This Catahoula 
leopard puppy is a ball of energy. He is good with 
children, cats, and other dogs. He will definitely win you 
over with those baby blues!

GRACE
Grace is a beautiful cat with tuxedo marking who is 
ready for a night on the town. She is a domestic short hair 
who will do well in a home that includes other cats, dogs, 
and children. 

NAVI
Navi is a beautiful female terrier and Labrador retriever 
mix who is all smile and looking to impress the right family. 
She has short hair and is good with other dogs, cats, and 
children. She is looking for a place to call home. 

SPADE
Spade is a Catahoula leopard dog and Labrador 
retriever mix. He has a short coat, wonderful 
temperament and is ready for a home with kids, other 
dogs, or even cats. 

BUMBLEBEE
This Bumblebee certainly won’t sting. This sweet boy 
wants to show you how he will make a great addition to 
your family that can include dogs, cats, and children. 

008 PETS
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Melissa Bonin
Born and raised in New Iberia, Me-

lissa Bonin began painting at an early age. 
Since then, her art has taken her from 
Acadiana to cities and countries around 
the world. “I got very lucky,” Bonin says. 
“Everything just fell into place.”

There may have been some luck 
involved, but Bonin also has plenty of 
talent. Her work centers around nature 
and the landscapes of Louisiana. “Most of 
my subjects are nature-based such as trees, 
bayous, and even planets. I find inspira-
tional stories in nature,” she exclaims. “I 
also believe in the healing power of nature 
and that art can connect us to that.”

Bonin explains that her work has gone 
through many different periods, and she 
likes to keep it fresh while producing 
whatever moves her. Currently, she is working with mixed media such 
as wood, silk, paint, plastic, and 24K gold leaf. She is even moving 
off the canvas and beginning to write poetry. “I like trying to merge 
painting and poetry with each painting becoming a poem.”

To find out more about Melissa Bonin and explore her art and find 
a piece that moves you for your home or office, visit her website at 
www.melissabonin.com. 

Melissa Bonin 
Photo by Allison Bohl DeHart

BAND BUZZ

Janson Matte
BY AGENT KRISTINA CHARLES

You may have heard his voice around the Lafayette area bars, 
restaurants, and private parties. Twenty-year-old Janson Matte is bal-
ancing being a UL accounting student while maintaining a full-time 
musician schedule in his free time. His father, a well-known, local 
musician, Travis Matte, inspired him to become an artist. “He had a 
band my whole life, I always grew up around music, musicians at the 
house, we had a studio (at the house), and he never pushed me, it’s 
something I just knew I wanted to do.” 

The younger Matte began performing at age 18 by playing the guitar 
with another singer.  However, once she left for college, he decided to 
play solo. His first gig was opening for his dad’s band in a small Louisiana 
town. “I was nervous, but it turned out incredibly good,” says Matte. 

When people ask what his style is, his answer is simple. He says his 
style is Janson Matte. “It’s not country, it’s not rock, it’s just every-
thing because I listen to everything,” he says. “I like everything from 
traditional Cajun music that I was around a lot growing up. I also like 
new stuff, old stuff, 50’s, 60’s, Elvis, and everything in between.”

Matte’s first EP, High on Life, was released in 2019 on all the 
major music streaming platforms and features five songs including “I 
Lie to Myself” and “No One Like You”. The latter was written by his 
dad and is a reminder to not try to be like everyone else, but rather 
be yourself and everything will work out. Today, the younger Matte is 
beginning to write his own songs. “Sometimes it just comes out. You 
don’t have to think about it. At times, it just falls into place and you 
write a song you weren’t even trying to,” says Matte. 

While he says bigger shows are definitely the goal, you can catch Matte 
and his music at places like Legend’s in Lafayette, Uncle T’s in Scott, and 
Cajun Country in Church Point. Additionally, another new album is due by 
the end of the year. In the meantime, follow Matte on Facebook at www.
facebook.comm/jansen.matte and Instagram @janson_matte7. 
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LOCAL MOM TURNS 
AUTHOR

Taylor Curry has always enjoyed 
working with children. The mom of two 
has a degree in child and family studies 
from UL and has been many things in 
life including a daycare teacher and para-
legal. But now she is adding children’s 
book author to her list of job titles. 

Curry recently completed her first 
book, Rise & Shine, Sweet Child. She 
says the book is aimed at children five 
years old years old and will hope-
fully be a great way to start the day 
with your little boy or girl. “I noticed that there are not a lot of good 
morning books out there. I think it’s important to have a routine 
in the morning and I hope this book is a great way for parents and 
children to connect and set the foundation for a good day,” Curry 
explains. 

While writing the book, Curry knew it had to be able to hold a 
child’s attention. To do so, she reached out to local artist Emily Spikes 
to provide the illustrations. “I knew that I wanted something that 
would offer stimulation and appeal to children and that’s exactly what 
Emily brought to the book,” exclaims Curry. 

Since this is her first book, Curry says she had to learn a lot about 

the world of self-publishing. “I joined Facebook groups for authors 
and watched a lot of YouTube videos. Everyone on social media was 
a big help. There is a lot of free information out there and everyone 
was very supportive,” she says. To take the next step, Curry launched 
a Kickstarter campaign to raise the money for publishing and provide 
exposure. That campaign turned out to be a big success and the proj-
ect was fully funded in three days. 

Now, Curry is ready to go to print with Rise & Shine, Sweet Child 
which is expected to come out this summer. If all goes well with this 
publishing, Curry says she already has additional books written and 
would love to publish again by the end of the year.

To preorder a copy of Rise & Shine, Sweet Child, you can visit 
Curry’s website at www.taylorreneecurry.com or follow her on Insta-
gram @happybooks.kids.life or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
authortaylorcurry. 
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NONPROFIT

Golfers Prepare 
to go “Sky High” 

for St. Jude
By Agent Scott Brazda

“Sky High’s mission is to 
bring communities together to 
provide comfort, fund research, 
and save the lives of those fight-
ing pediatric cancer and other 
life-threatening conditions,” says 
co-founder Christl Mahfouz of 
Lafayette. 

However, fulfilling that 
mission takes donors. As a result, co-founder and Kaplan native Brit-
tany Hebert Franklin focused on two simple things in the solicitation 
letter: saving kids and healing families. “Our organization has been 
hit by the perfect storm —cancelled community gatherings and a dra-
matic drop in oil prices, however, we believe there is no storm greater 
than that caused by childhood cancer.”

June 11th and 12th will give all of us the opportunity to chan-
nel our inner philanthropists and help some most courageous kids. 
On the 11th, Franklin and Mahfouz will host a Sky High Banquet 
at Le Pavillon in Lafayette, followed the next day by the Sky High 
Golf Tournament at The Wetlands Golf Course. “We look forward 
to having a wonderful event this coming June,” adds Mahfouz, “and 
encourage all golfers, continued supporters and new donors to come 
out to support our efforts.”

Since 2007, Sky High has donated--- are you ready--- 
$16,000,000 to people and projects associated with St. Jude Chil-
dren’s Research Hospital and Texas Children’s Hospital’s Cancer and 
Herpatology Center. And the need to keep things going is constant. 

And after a challenging 2020, Mahfouz is feeling a bit optimistic 
about both her organization and the families it serves. “It’s encourag-
ing to know that our community is on the brink of getting back to 
normal since the pandemic.”

Information on the Sky High banquet and golf tournament in 
Lafayette can be found at www.skyhighforkids.org or by calling 713-
714-8587.
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Gregort Faust, 53, is enjoying the beaches of Grand Isle 
along Highway 1 reading the 008 magazine.
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